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Governors —
Request
Heat Aid
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By The Associated Press
Some governors have asked
Washington for aid in coping with the
unrelenting heat wave across the nation's midsection, but Oklahoma Gov.
George Nigh plans to seek help from a
higher authority.
Nigh has declared Sunday a "special
day of prayer for rain in Oklahoma." In
signing a proclamation for the
observance, Nigh noted his office has
been swamped with requests for a day
of prayer since the dry spell began June
22.
The heat wave has now claimed at
least 1,022 lives in 20 states, more than
700 this week,according to an unofficial
poll tabulated by The Associated Press.
More than 400 people have died in
Alabama. Georgia and Missouri whose
governors have declared a state of
emergency. In Missouri, for instance,
health officials say the number of heatrelated deaths in the current hot spell —
237 — is 20 times greater than the
average for an entire summer.
Gov. Joseph P. Teasdale asked President Carter on Friday to declare
Missouri a disaster area and make the
state eligible for $20 million to help the
elderly and needy pay utility bills inflated by the heat.
The hot weather has "taken on plague
proportions. This is worse than any
disaster I can remember in my years as
governor," Teasdale said.
Medical Examiner George Gantner
Jr. said at least 108 persons have died of
heat stroke in St. Louis since the hot
spell began. He blamed the death toll on
the combination of heat and humidity.
"I've never seen anything like this
before and I've been coroner for eight
years," said P.W. Mischler in Knox
County, Ind., where four elderly
citizens died from heat-related causes
Friday.
The searing heat went unabated Friday in many parts of the country. The
National Weather Service said the
temperature reached 110 degrees at
Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport in
the late afternoon. It was the 26th consecutive day for 100-degree-plus days
there.
More record-setting readings were
noted in Wichita Falls. The mercury
rose to 108 degrees there Friday, breaking a two-year-old mark.
Meanwhile, forecasters said there
was no relief in sight. One weather service official in Arkansas said the heat
wave affecting the area may last until
September.

MUSIC APPRECIATION WORKSHOP — Jana Rudolph of Texas and Nashville instructs children in the music appreciation workshop held this week
at the library arts annex of the Calloway County Public Library. Ms.
Rudolph has a Ph.D. in music education with an emphasis in children's
music. The workshop for children who have just completed the first and
second grades is the second in a series of arts workshops being offered by
the library and partially funded by the Kentucky Arts Commission.

Carroll, Economy Named
Culprits In Fund Shortage
By DAVID WHITAKER
Associated Press Writer
There is no way around it — the state
has $279 million dollars less to work
with than had been anticipated. And
State Finance Secretary George Atiiins
says the culprits are former Gov.
Julian Carroll and the faltering U.S.
economy.
Atkins said Friday night on Kentucky
Educational Television's"Comment on
Kentucky" program that the state has
come upon hard times since the
General Assembly met to compose the
budget for the coming fiscal year.
Asked by host Glen Bastin if "the
headlines are as bad as they seem to
be; are we in dire financial straits in
the state of Kentucky," Atkins said,
"The answer is 'yes.' But that may not
really reflect the problem we find
ourselves in."
"Today, we know that we will have
$279 million dollars less to work with
this next year than was budgeted,"
Atkins said.
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Atkins cited shortfalls of $114 million
in the general fund, $45 million in the
state road fund, $58 million in federal
revenue-sharing for capital construction and about $25 million in state
revenues in both May and June.
The budget predictions by the general
assembly were "on target," but, Atkins
said, problems that have arisen since
then have forced an 8 percent reduction
in state expenses.
Atkins blamed "poor financial
management by the last administration
— the Carroll administration."
"During the Carroll administration,"
he said, "there was $516 million of unbudgeted revenue.... Those monies
were not budgeted but were spent."
Atkins said that rather than finding a
surplus, Brown found a depleted
treasury when he took office. He also
commended Brown for taking "quick
action" in December to reduce government employees and curb spending.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Four
million young men are waiting to learn
if they must register for the draft. And
women are wondering, too, after a
three-judge panel found the government's draft registration plan unconstitutional because it excludes
women.
Only a Supreme Court stay could
compel 20-year-olds to begin signing up
on Monday,followed by 19-year-olds the
week after.
The Justice Department on Friday
night requested a stay from Supreme
Court Justice William J. Brennan, who
supervises the district that includes
Philadelphia. But Brennan was away
from Washington at an undisclosed
location, and it was not known when he
might act.
If Brennan refuses to grant the stay,
the government could go to another
justice, or the entire court might take
up the matter.
While President Carter last spring
sought registration of both men and
women, Congress decided to exempt
women. But on Friday, the panel here
sided with the president.
"Complete exclusion of women from
the pool of registrants does not serve
important governmental objectives,"
ruled 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Judge Max Rosenn and District Judges
Joseph Lord III and Edward Cahn.
"Women do serve a useful role in the
military and provide important skills,"
Cahn wrote in the 41-page opinion.
"It is incongruous that Congress
believes on the one hand that it
substantially enhances our national
defense to constantly expand the
utilization of women in the military,
and on the other hand endorses legislation excluding women from the pool of
registrants available for induction."
The ruling continued, "Congress
could not constitutionally require
registration under the Military Selective Service Act of only black citizens,
or only white citizens, or single out any
political or religious group simply
because those groups contain sufficient
persons to fill the need of the selective
service system."
The decision could "be a disaster for
the security of our country," warned
the chief sponsor of the peacetime draft
registration bill, Rep. G.V. Montgomery,D-Miss..
Registration of 4 million men was to
start in post offices across the nation on
Monday. Those born in 1960 would sign
up first, followed in a week by those
born in 1961.
Next January, registration was to
begin for those born in 1962. After that,

men were to register whenever they
turned 18.
Friday's appellate ruling was the
result of a nine-year-old challenge to
the registration law.
It was brought on behalf of a former
draft resister, David Sitman,26, Robert
Goldberg,27, and later, Owen Jones, 19.
The original complaint was that the
Vietnam War, which was raging at the
time, discriminated against men
because women were not required to
register.
The suit became moot when the draft
ended in 1973, but it was resurrected
after President Carter approved funds
for reviving registration.
The government had argued that
women should be excluded from

registration to give the military flexibility in assignment during conscription. But the judges said "administrative convenience is not a valid
basis for sex discrimination...Gender
discrimination is a badge of inferiority
and must pass constitutional review
whether or not is is arguably for the
benefit of women."
Donald Weinberg, a lawyer representing the plaintiffs, had argued that the
registration plan discriminated by sex,
barred under the equal rights clause in
the U.S. Constitution.
He hailed the decision although he
said it could not be considered a
substitute for an Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution.

'Man Who Came To
Dinner'Ends Tonight
Tonight is closing night for the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theater's second production this summer,"The Man Who Came to Dinner."
There will be a set strike after the show
to prepare the stage for the next and
consequently last production scheduled
for the 1980 Summer Playhouse in the
Park
Opening July 24 is Sandy Wilson's
"The Boyfriend." Among the musical
numbers for this production are "The
Riviera," "I Could Be Happy With
You"and"A Room In Bloomsbury."
Direction of "The Boyfriend" is by
Richard Valentine, and musical direction is by Suzanne Johnson. The lead
roles are Tony Brockhurst played by
Ben Moore, and Polly Browne played
by Sandy Jeffrey. Other members of
the cast include: Jean Hudder, Jim
Watson, Ronald Cella, Machree Ward,
Sharon Owens, Kim Oles, Kristy
Oilman, Katherine Shepard, Tiffany
Taylor, Molly Imes, Lewis Bossing, Bill
Bossing, Dean Stoddart, Matt Burke
and Mark Austin.
"The Boyfriend" is unique in that
almost all aspects of the show are
handled by the Community Theater's
Young Actors Guild. The show is to be
performed on July 24, 25, 26, 31 and
Aug. 1 and 2.
All performances begin at 8 p.m. and
are held at the old depot in the MurrayCalloway County Park. There will be
one show each night.

More information may be obtained by
calling the Community Theater at 7591792.
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sunny,hot
Sunny hot days and a clear
mild night today through Sunday.
A little more humid today and
Sunday. Highs both days 9710 103.
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
70s. Winds light southerly 5 to 15
mph today and tonight and Sunday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Dry with sunny hot days and
clear warm nights Monday
through Wednesday. Highs near
or a few degrees above the century mark in the west and in the
mid and upper 90s in the east.
Lows averaging near 80 west to
the lower 70s east.

MSU Facility Serves As Legal Resources Library
It wasn't many months ago that
members of the legal profession in far
West Kentucky found it necessary to
drive long, time-consuming distances
to do legal research work in Nashville,
Tenn., or in Louisville or Lexington.
Today, they seldom find this
necessary because of the establishment
and availability of the new Legal
Resources Library at Murray State
University.
Opened in April, 1979, the idea for the
library originated several years ago
with Jarrns 0. Overby, the university's
attorney. From the outset, the idea had
the full support of Murray State President Constantine W. Curris and Dr. Edwin Strohecker, dean of libranes at the
university. Mrs. Curris, the former Jo
Hero of Harlan County, is a practicing
Murray attorney.
"They each recognized the opportunity to provide a valuable service to the
legal profession in our end of the state
as well as to students and the ordinary
citizen who has a legal question he or
she would like to research," Overby
said.
At first, space was a problem, but
when the Harry Lee Waterfield Student
Union Building was remodled and converted into the university's main circulating library, space became
available in the former library, a stately, 50-year-old building, for the new
legal research center.
Today, the legal library is located in
air-conditioned, carpeted and completely remodeled quarters on the
ground floor of the old building, which
is known as the Forrest C. Pogue
Special Collections Library.
Adjacent to the Legal ResOurces
Library on the ground floor are
Overby's offices as well as those of Mrs.
Quays Honchul, the librarian. Mrs.
Dorothy Fan-is is the night clerk, and
both she and Mrs. Honchul are assisted
by student library assistants.
The center's facilities include shelf

room for more than 20,000 volumes, two
conference rooms, a reading area, an
orientation area and a service area.
Mrs. Honchul said the library now has
holdings of more than 15,000 volumes
and gets 93 current legal journals.
The holdings include federal and
state statutes, American Digest
System, National Reporter System,
U.S. Code, Federal Register, Code of
Federal Regulations and updating services covering patent law, criminal
law, aviation, automobiles, advertising, occupational health and safety,
social security, environmental law,
personnel relations and business
organizations.
In addition to Kentucky material, the
library contains statutes and digests for
all adjoining states as well as the
general and decennial digests for all
states. A complete and current set of
Shepard's state and federal citations
also is on its shelves.
Because the library has been
established for and is used solely for
research, its materials do not circulate.
Books and materials used in class
assignments and books on legal
research techniques are kept on
reserve. These are requested at the
reserve desk and the recipient signs for
them, although no limit is put on the
time they are used in the library.
The books in the library are arranged
in accordance with Library of Congress
classification. These are shelved by call
number in numerical order except for
certain series.
Treatises, hornbooks and special subject books are arranged with the other
sets, series and loose-Teaf services by
call number, and each book range has
guide cards which list what LC
numbers are found in that range.
A card catalog, located in the midsection of the library, contains information on the holdings as listed under subject, author and title. Other special subject books and general interest law

LEGAL RESOURCHES LIBRARY — The Murray State University Legal
Resources Library is housed on the ground floor of the Forrest C. Pogue
Special Collections Library, a 50-year-old restored building on the campus.
books are in the Harry Lee Waterfield
Library and have check-out privile4rs.
A few basic reference law books are in
the reference room of the Waterfield
Library.
The Murray library has a digest for
Kentucky cases (West's Kentucky,
Kentucky Number Digest) and digests
for nearby states — Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia
and West Virginia.
There also are digests for federal
cases (Modern Federal Practice Digest
and West's Federal Practice Digest,
2nd). The location of each is given in the
library's locator guide.
Other services provided by the
library include:
—A form book-eollection including
sets of general legal forms and sets of
forms on some specific areas.
—A printed index to articles in legal
journals subscribed to by the library.
—Newspaper and magazine clippings
and pamphlets of g legal nature.
—Ametican legal encyclopedias. CorS

pus Juris Secundum, American
Jurisprudence (1st and 2nd) and
American Law Reports (1st, 2nd, 3rd
and Federal) together with Words and
Phrases.
—Up-to-date legal information on a
number of subjects such as bankruptcy,
occupational health and safety, environment,taxation, business organizations, medicine, estates, insurance,
labor relations, personnel policy, products liability, real estate, family law,
criminal law and U.S. Law Week.
A complete list of all the library's
holdings has been mailed to all bar
associations and many of the attorneys,
paralegals, clerks and other legal personnel in the West Kentucky area. The
number of them taking advantage of its
availability and the completeness of its
materials is increasing steadily, according to Mrs. Honchul.
Mark C. Whitlow, Paducah and a
member of the law firm of Whitlow,
Roberts, Houston and Russell uses the
library for in-depth research of cases

from other states where Kentucky law
is incomplete. He also has used the new
library's labor law materials to supplement his firm's own labor law
resources.
"I envy the Murray attorneys for
having such a fine facility at their back
door," he said. "The facilities are excellent, and the staff is courteous and
competent. Our firm appreciates its
presence in West Kentucky."
Hopkinsville attorney Lucius P.
Hawes, Jr., calls the Murray library
"entirely adequate for most comprehensive research requirements,"
and lists it as his initial choice when he
is faced with research exceeding the
capacity of his county's law library.
In addition to its regional service
role, the library also provides oncampus research and reference support for Murray State's relatively-new
Paralegal Studies Program.
One of the first programs of its kind in
the nation and based on a new idea in
education for legal assistants, the program has been designed to prepare
students to assume law-related responsibilities such as legal analysis and
writing, litigation, research, real estate
law, trusts and estates and corporate
law.
Open to all students in good academic
standing with at least sophomore
status, the seven-course program requires completion of 21 hours of study.
With a grade point average of 2.5 and
receipt of a bachelor's degree, the student is awarded a certificate verifying
his or her completion of the program.
Students completing the program will
be qualified to perform supplementary
services in the following functions
under an attorney's supervision: Summarizing trial evidence, interviewing a
client, research and fact-gathering,
handling estate administration, maintaining case schedules, forming corporations and participating in office
management.

4

The Murray library is open for varied
periods of time seven days each week,
and its telephone number is (Area Code
502)862-6758.
Its open hours are: Mondays through
Thursdays,8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Fridays,8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Saturdays,9 a.m. to 5
p.m.; and Sundays, 210 10 p.m. Special
hours are observed on holidays and
when the university is not in session.
Generally, a professional librarian also
is on duty from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. a
courtesy to and for the convenience of
its patrons.
- Telephoned or written requests for
specific court case citations generally
are handled and the requested copies
mailed the day the request was received. A nominal charge is based on the
number of copies requested and the
mailing charges incurred.
A detailed brochure describing the
library's services and listing its
holdings may be obtained by writing
Mrs. Quava Honchul, Legal Resources
Library, Murray State University,
Murray,KY 42071.
For those interested in Kentucky
histqry and genealogy, the Pogue
Library, redecicated this past spring
following an extensive remodeling program,houses more than 25,000 volumes
and microfilms as well as approximately 800 linear feet of manuscripts.
Related materials of the Jackson
Purchase area of Kentucky, political
papers, personal memorabilia and
literary resources of Kentucky authorpoet Jesse Stuart also are housed there.
Among the political papers on deposit
are those of the late U. S. Congressmen
Robert A. (Oats) Evere$t, Union City,
Tenn., Noble Gregory of Mayfield and
Frank Albert Stubblefield of Murray.
Others include those of former Kentucky Gov. Ned Breathitt of
Hopkinsville and twice Lt. Gov. Harry
Lee Waterfield, a Murray graduate and
for whom the university's main library
is named.
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will
Senior
Dexter
Citizens
11:45 a.m.
drawn vehicle.
the
Dex9:30
a.m.
at
at
meet
What kind of day will about money. Help a close ally
DEAR PAYWORTHY: Consider it spread.
Parents Anonymous wia ter Center
Cost will be $55 per person
tomorrow be? To find out what
a work project. Don't meet at 7:15 p.m. For inforThru Thurs. 7131
for two to a room, and $50 per the stars say, read the with
Softball
Men's Church
children's mation call 759-1792.
take
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I disagree on something. If.;
person for four to a room. This forecast given for your birth
League will play at 6 p.m. at
inconsideration too
feel that an 11-year-old child should be sent to another room,
includes admission to the Sign.
Murray Chapter of National the City-County Park,
personally.
outside, or somewhere out of hearing range when his
Horse Park, reserved seats
Secretaries Association will
:
Singles Class of Seventh ant
GEMINI
parents are having a serious disagreement about money
Story,
Foster
Stephen
onal
the
an
organizati
for
have
ARIES
(May 21 to June 20)
Poplar Church of Christ wiL
matters, marital problems, etc.
acmotel
and
ion
transportat
.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 1914Y
A time to cut down (r. meeting at 7 p.m. at the meet at 7 p.m. at the church
My husband feels that it is perfectly all right for the child.,
commodations. Meals will be
'
Early morning tension will unnecessary spending. It may University Branch of the Bank building.
to hang around and listen, so he can "learn."
expense.
with
at the travelers
pass. Be sure to consult
What do you say?
be hard to work up enthusiasm of Murray.
off
(take
TOPS
Murray
making
G
any
in
DIFFERIN VIEWS.
Those interested
close ones before making
about a task, though creative
Recovery, Inc., will meet at pounds sensibly) Club will
the trip are asked to contact decisions pertaining to joint
work is favored.
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
DEAR DIFFERING: An 11-year-old should not be
the Senior Citizens office at assets.
CANCER
County Health Department, Center.
an ear-witness to his parents' marital disagreements,
(June 21 to July 22) 64;::)
106 N. 4th Street, Murray, 753- TAURUS
North Seventh and Olive
money fights or adult discussions. But if he is
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Possible tension at home. Be
0929, or Mrs. Toopie Thomas ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
that something
Streets, Murray.
pointedly sent away, he may suspecit
Watch out for minor tiffs
Methodist
First United
realistic in romance. Watch
at 753-8274.
, causing him
a.
is seriously wrong between his part
Willing Workers Class of Church will meet at 7 a.m. at
HI lilt 15 REIM HI RS
p.m.
The
tendencies.
escapist
to feel threatened, frightened and an 'ous.
Baptist Church the Triangle Inn.
Spring
Sinking
having
and
life
family
favors
So I recommend privacy for such occasions - and
will meet at 7.30 p.m. in the
company over.
Bazaar Workshop of the
in acquiring it.
subtlety
home of Carolyn Carroll.
LEO
Methodist
First United
Late Show Tonite
22)
Aug.
to
(July 23
Betty Sledd Group of First Church will be held at 9 a.m.
Adult Entertainment
Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
Family problems can be Baptist Church will meet with at the church.
18 or over only.
booklet, "How To Be Popular; You're Never Too
take
must
you
but
resolved,
1 11 401
Cindy Turnbow at 9 a.m.
High
County
Calloway
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfthe initiative. Keeping busy is
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Harrell of Hopkinsville announce
school Chapter of the Future
addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
grades
for
Day
Swim
Guest
Danny
to
Lori,
the
Open .45Start 8 15
Jana
for
daughter,
antidote
their
best
your
the recent marriage of
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
4 to 6 will be held at the Oaks Farmers of America will meet
blues.
Ends Thor.-.
Nelson Knight.
90212.
at 7:30 p.m. at the high school.
Club.
School
Country
High
e
Don't Go hi
VIRGO
The bride is a recent graduate of Hopkinsvill
The Nouse IR
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
and is employed by The Kentucky New Era,Hopkinsville.
Plus —
and
Harrell
Some tension in the social
Her grandparens are Mr. and Mrs. Alvin H.
The Dark (A)
sphere. A shopping trip may
Murray.
of
all
Jones,
Holman
William
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cathy Lee Crosby
be just the thing for those
The groom is the son of Nelson Knight and Beatrice Sholar,
14 limy 171 5•753.3314
wondering what to do with
both of Hopkinsville,and attended Hopkinsville High School.
spare time.
Grandparents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs Buck Cossey
Thursday Nile Is
LIBRA
of Cadiz.
Bargain Note
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
The new Mr. and Mrs. Knight are currently residing at 103
55.00 A Carload
Watch a tendency to waste
North Sunset Circle, Hopkinsville,
money foolishly. Listen to the
Ideas of close ones. Make a
resolve to put your accounts in
order.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Morning may find you a bit
reclusive. Seek constructive
outlets for time spent alone.
THEME: "DOING GOD'S WILL"
Keep busy with what you
Mary Taylor, Linda Fain
2 & 3 yr. olds
enjoy. Watch ego.
Debbie Shank, Karin Parker
SAGITTARIUS
4 & 5 yr. olds
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Tammy Curd, Jana Tidwell
,
Kindergarten
A small get-together is
Teesa Lilly, Wanda Erwin
preferable now to a gala
1st Grade
shindig. Enjoy a private
Kathy Ckaver, Sharon Steele
good
a
2nd & 3rd Grades
with
moment
Beverly Logue, Gaye Smith
companion. Sidestep fantasy.
4th Grade
CAPRICORN
Terri Delancey, Sally Mord
5th & 6th Grades
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may feel uncomfortable
JUNIOR & SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL:(Guest Speaker Each Night)
at a party - that is until the
subject turns to business. You
Willard Alls
useful
obtain
Sunday Night Whatever Happened To Mom, Dad & The Kids?
may
Danny Hall
information.
Mud
The
Monday Night If You Pray For Rain Don't Complain About
AQUARIUS
.1~
Ky.
Benton,
at
Series
Youth
Summer
Tuesday Night Carroll Ellis-How To Kiss A Frog
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Borrand
Buddy
Before launching any new
,re
re
Wednesday Night Problems, Problems, Everywhe
business scheme, consult an
Willie Bradshaw
with
Success
Thursday Night
Evil of Sowing Wild Oats
adviser.
interests at a distance. Avoid
late letdown.
THEME: "SERMON ON THE MOUNT"
PISCES
Bruce Logue, Talmadge Jones
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Adult Class
Watch credit card spending
vial111111ftwi.
and dubious investment
schemes. Despite a close
oner's
conditi
air
your
ally's enthusiasm, you should
Clean or replace
be cautious with money.
conditioner
air
Your
often.
that
least
at
filter
YOU BORN TODAY are
clean
a
—with
sensitive and work well in
works easier—uses less energy
your`
For
partnership.
greatest success, learn to see
filter
the larger picture and do not
take things too personally.
You're empathetic and have a
keen sense of'what the publie
wants, You'd make a leader in
religion,
and
Murray-Mrrfield
politics

&al

Specific exercises needed

Saturday, July 19
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a garage
sale at the Paul Sturm home,
503 Meadow Lane,from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

Deana.

"Uncommon" Common Sense
Eases Funeral Burden
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Bardstown Trip To
Be Held By Group
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Harrell & Knight
Wedding Announced

ONCE
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University Church Of Christ
1980 Family Bible School
July 20-24
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Sunday 6:00-7:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday 7:00-8:30 p.m.
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Everyone is invited to attend!

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

Make plans to bring
your whole family.
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Coal Industry In State
Called Slow,Slow,Slow
Kentuckians have been
receiving one clear message
from the foal industry over
the past year: that business is
slow,slow,slow.
So it came as a surprise to
NEW PLANE — The Murray Aviation Co. recently has purchased a four-seat Cessna
almost everybody when the
172 for rental and flight teaching. The company also owns a Cessna 150, which is used
state Department of Mines
rental and teaching also.
and Minerals reported that
Kentucky coal production rose
last year to a record level.
Some industry experts even
The Murray Aviation Co. Cessna 150 which is used for and has been flying for over 18 questioned the output figures.
The department reported
has puchased a four-seat rental and teaching also, years.
For more information con- that Kentucky miners in 1979
Cessna 172 for rental and Parker said.
cerning the company, call the produced almost 150 million
teaching, according to Johnny
Parker,company owner.
Parker has been a flight in- Murray-Calloway County Air- togs of coal, an increase of
about 13 million tons from 1978
The company also has a structor for over eight years port at 489-2414.
production figures. The 1979
figure surpassed the previous
production record, set in 1976,
of 147 million tons.
Until those production
Gross National Product in the is over," Michael Evans, a figures were announced, coal
By KRISTIN GOFF
Al'Business Writer
first quarter of the year and a Washington-based private news centered around the
economic forecaster, recently sorry plight of the industry.
NEW YORK (AP) — The 2.3 percent rise in all of 1979.
Markets sagged throughout
nation's economic output
Real GNP is defined as the declared.
tumbled at a record-tying 9.1 economy's output of goods and
"We are turning the corner 1979. Operators complained
percent annual rate in the past services after adjustment for on the recession. This is an imthree months, equal to the inflation.
portant step in the right direcworst quarterly drop in the
Despite the dramatic falloff tion," said Moon Landrieu,
post-World War II period.
in the economy's output, a Housing and Urban DevelopThe drop matched that of
number of economists have ment secretary. He cited a
the first quarter of 1975 when recently been declaring that housing construction report
the country was in the depths the end of the recession is in released this past week showof the last recession. The drop sight.
ing a sharp rebound in housing
NEW YORK (AP) — The
starts.
of more than 9 points followed
"The worst of the recession
The stock market gave signs plane is still climbing as the
a1.2 percent rate of growth in
of believing the same thing No Smoking lights blink out.
this past week as the Dow Passengers gaze out the winJones average of 30 industrial dows,ignoring the flight attenstocks climbed to its highest dants'spiel and pantomime on
ethergency procedures.
closing levelasince 1977.
Seeking to allay boredom or
conhousing
on
Reports
nervousness, some lift the
for
reason
one
struction were
airline magazine from the
the optimism. After sinking seat pouches before them. But
Make sole yom bumnewhas lust the
for five consecutive months, last month, United Airlines
right coverage for your needs No more
the depressed housing in- didn't let its passengers off so
No less
dustry revived in June as con- easy.
We've gcn-rnar7v line pa, kage programs
struction starts for the month
tOat add business iniefruphon,
When they picked up the
shot up 30 percent from those June issue of United Mainliner
'replacement nip,? and an inflation gOard
to your basis Ii,,' and liability coverage
in May.
magazine, their eyes ran
The Commerce Department smack into an editorial titled
said starts in June stood at an "Getting Out in 90 Seconds."
annual, seasonally adjusted It's about plane crashes — and
rate of 1.19 million units com- getting out alive.
pared with 913,000 in May.
The article is unique. AccorFEDERAL
a sultradars 05
Lett month's housing start ding to an Associated Press
KEMPER
rate, however, remained far survey, it's the first time a
INSURANCE
KEMPER
below the rate for June 1979 of
COMPANY
major airline has written
1.91 million units.
about crashes in a magazine
While final tales — defined to be read on the plane.
as sales to the consumer or
But it's not written to scare.
210 East Main Street
user — have declined, the It's intended to save lives.
GNP report showed that
Written by United safety inAgents: Ronnie Ross,
business inventories also have structor Sarah UzzellDanny Ross, James Ross
risen sharply in the latest Rindlaub, a crash survivor
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
quarter.
herself, the article is a primer
business on survival in what she terms
other
In
developments this past week: "the highly unlikely event that
—The government said per- your plane is involved in an
sonal income of Americans in- accident."
creased 0.4 percent or $8
"Maybe you've wondered
billion in June to an annual whether you can live through
rate of $2.086 tillion. The a plane crash," she writes.
figures, which are not ad- "Wonder no more. I have. You
justed for inflation, showed can. If you know how to get
the biggest gain since March out, and start moving imwhen the increase was 0.7 per- mediately, you too can escape
cent.
with your life in 90 seconds or
—The nation's manufac- less."
Working as a flight attenturers operated at only 76.1
percent of capacity in June, dant for Overseas National
2.3 percentage points less than Airways, the writer survived
in May, the government two DC-10 crashes within six
reported. The rate was the weeks, said a United
lowest since the 75.5 percent spokesman. The first crash
reported in October 1975, the was that of a jet carrying only
airline employees that crashFederal Reserve reported.
—Ailing Chrysler Corp. ed on takeoff at New York's
received preliminiary ap- Kennedy International Airproval for an additional $300 port on November 12, 1975.
Then, in January 1976, Ms.
million in government loan
guarantees, for a total of $800 Uzzell-Rindlaub was aboard a
flight that crashed on landing
million in loan guarantees.

Company Purchases Plane

Economic Output Tumbles

long-term saies agreements
were not readily available and
that the prices in the contracts
that were secured were not
holding up. The spot market
was almost non-existant.
Throughout the Kentucky
coalfields, smaller mines closed due to poor market conditions. At other mines,
operators laid off miners or instituted curtailed work weeks.
Added to that, operators complained that federal mining
regulations were hampering
the industry, making mining
almost impossible.
Tom Duncan, president of
the Kentucky Coal Assriciation, said the record production figure is "astonishing."
Everett Brown, executive
director of Pike County's Coal
Operators and Associates,
said "It surprised the hell out
of me."
Cloyd McDowell, president
of two associations for smaller

United Airlines Puts
Editorial In Planes

WE'LLCOVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

Ross Insurance Agency

THE
HOT WATER
DIET

v-

in Istanbul, Turkey. No one
was killed in either crash.
None of several other inflight magazines contacted
has ever published such an article before.
"As a generalization, plane
crashes have always been
taboo," said Gene Malott,
managing editor of Frontier
magazine.
Charles Novak, United's
Director of Corporate Communications, said the big
airlines got together "sort of
informally" in the 1930s, and
agreed not to talk publicly
about safety. That came
about, he said, after one
airline said something about
its safety record — and one of
its planes crashed soon after.
But Judy Steinbach, managing editor of American Way,
said, "We don't really set
taboos as such" on articles
about crashes. Pan American
Clipper editor Gail Welling
agreed: "We don't have a ban
on it or anything .like that."
Both editors suggested the
topic just has never come up.
The decision to include the
crash article in Mainliner was
made by United Chairman
Richard Ferris, who has sole
jurisdiction over the editorial
page on which it appeared.
Asked why such an article
had not appeared in the
magazine before, executive
editor Joseph Poindexter
replied: "There are a lot of
things we don't do in airline
magazines....We're aware
that some people have a fear
of flying. We acknowledge
that and attempt to suit our
editorial content to that condition."

Travis To Be
Cited At Meeting
David Travis, Murray
agent, will be cited July 21
during the 100th Annual
Meeting of AgentsAf the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, for
sales during the year ended
May 30.
He is associated with NML's
district agency, Paducah, of
the Marvin L. Smith general
agency, Evansville,Ind.
Travis received the Centennial Award, given to the top

coal producers, said -1 just
wonder if something's not a
little wrong with (the Department of Mines and Minerals')
computer. I can't see that
much production."
Mr. Duncan said he found it
"hard to believe we actually
produced that much coal. All
the other figures I had seen
were lower. It's difficult to
comprehend if we did mine
that much coal." He said he
hadn't expected much over 140
million tons and wouldn't have
been surprised with a range of
136 to 138 million tons.
Mr. McDowell said the
record could be attributed to
three factors."The production
per man could have gone up
considerably. When business
is bad and a lot of miners are
being laid off, those who have
their jobs tend to produce
more because they don't want
to be laid off." The absence of
numerous or prolonged work
stoppages last year also could
have contributed to higher
production. And third, he said,
the slack in production caused
by the closing of smaller
mines could have been picked
up by larger, unit train shippers of coal.
Even with these explanations, Mr. McDowell said,
"I'm just a little hesitant to
agree with the (production)
figure."
The state says almost 107
million tons of coal were mined in the eastern Kentucky
coalfield in 1979, and more
than 43 million tons in western
Underground
Kentucky.
mines accounted..for slightly
more than half of total production.
Pike County was by far the
leading coal-producing county, with more than 23 million
tons, and Peabody Coal Co.
was the largest single producer last year, with almost 20
million tons.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was up for
the index of 25 Kentucky
stocks. Largest. gains: Glenmore Distillery (AMEX), to
4; Humana
1
32% from 20/
(NYSE), to 50I,4 from 451/g.
Biggest losses: Ashland Oil
2;
/
(NYSE), to 37% from 381
Reliance Universal (OTC), to
2from 21'o.
/
191

CENTER TO OPEN — Janice Rose, one of the owners of
the Apple Tree Center, straightens things up to prepare
the the center's open house July 27. The center will
feature educational and developmental programs and
will be open from 6:45 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Apple Tree School
To Hold Open House
A new day-care center, ApThe facility will hold an
ple Tree School on Stadium open house from 2 p.m. to 4 JuView Road next to Fern Ter- ly 27. The public is invited.
race Lodge, will open its doors
Owners of the center are Dr.
and Mrs. Jack Rose and Mr.
Aug. 18.
The center, which will be and Mrs. Pete Waldrop.
open from 6:45 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information on the
Monday through Friday, will center, call the facility at 753feature educational and 9356, Mrs. Rose at 753-1566 or
Mrs. Waldrop at 753-7249.
developmental programs.

Anita Folsom Returns
From Mary Kay Meeting
Anita Folsom of Olive
Street, Murray, a beauty consultant with Mary Kay
Cosmetics, Inc., has recently
returned from the firm's Jamboree in St. Louis, at the
Sheraton St. Louis, where she
received special recognition.
Anita was one of 300 consultants honored at a banquet
during the Jamboree. The
hOnOree.s,chosen because they
had met special requirements,
were recognized for their
outstanding achievements
with Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Inc.
Richard Rogers, president
of Mary Kay Cosmetics, introduced guests at the head
table. Entertainment was provided by the New Christie
Minstrels.
Over 6,000 Mary Kay
representatives from 19 surrounding states attended the
Jamboree. This was one of
three Jamborees to be held in

New house?
Save 1.5%,
on Allstate

Joe Rowland
Member Of
Ford Society
Ford Division of the Ford
Motor Company has announced that Joe Rowland recently
attained membership in the
prestigious Ford Society of
Professional Sales Counselors
for 1979.
Membership in The Ford
Sales Society can be attained•
only by those qualifying Ford
salespersons who display
outstanding achievement during the calendar year.
Rowland is currently
employed with Parker Ford
and has been a professional
salesperson there since 1979.
The Society of Professional
Sales Counselors is a professional organization created by
the Ford Motor Company to
honor top automotive
salespersons.
Rowland and his wife Brenda, live with his son Pat and
daughter Vicki at 1703
Dr. Murray.
Audubon
_

July with the other two taking
place in Anaheim, Calif., July
16-19, at the Disneyland Hotel
and in Philadelphia, Penn.,
July 23-26 at the Fairmont of
Philadelphia. The theme for
the Jamborees was "Reach
Out and Touch."
Anita is married to Burton
Folsom, assistant professor of
history at Murray State. She
joined Mary Kay in February
1979, and was sponsored by
Mary Kay Sales Director,
Sharon Disney, of Brandenburg,Ky.
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc.,
has grown from a local firm
with an initial force of 10 into
an international organization
with over 70,000 independent
beauty
consultants,
marketing the firm's products
throughout the United States,
Its territories, Canada and
Australia. The company's 1979
net sales figure was
$91,400,000.

Homeowners
Insurance.
If your house is less than two years old, gou
may qualify for Allstate's"15% New House
. Discount*
Homes two through five years old also may
qualify for a discount ranging from 5 to 10
percent, depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the savings.
'
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nar. memuum

Allstate

See Arms
Sob 1141.norea CPU,
Gee gamy.
Omen Samosa
le.Screams
Ow Shirley
• Ostioae

You're in to hands.
\

The

Murray Insurance Agency
753-1751

11•1-Air Center

•
,
c_Av-- A-otizolivc
*
We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

.•

Recommended for reducing hot water use
and energy cost. The diet: water heating thermostats set at 150 degrees or lower; short showers instead of tub baths; and clothes washed in
warm water, rinsed in cool water.
The "calories" consumed by your water
heater are also reduced by wrapping it in extra
Insulation. You can get a water heater blanket
(and more)through TVA's Home Insulation Program. We're ready to set up your free home
nergy survey. Call us.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

_

II

Ir

153-5312

Congratulations
to
David Travis
100 agents in sales.
Travis also achieved
membership in the Marathon
Club for insuring 200 or more
people.
Agents pay their own way to
attend the meeting, which is
held in Milwaukee every year.
Northwestern Mutual has over
4,200 agents nationwide and Is
the nation's ninth largest lif^
insurance firm, with assets of
more than $10.05 million.

MURRAY AVIATION CO.
APPLE TREE CENTER
ANITA FOLSOM
JOE ROWLAND
DAVID TRAVIS
44,ed—\,••,
ft,

•
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Opinion Page
EDITORIAL

Funny World

c Copia. doves Service

•

TRAVEL
Will Rogers was a poor sailor who
he
dreaded ocean travel. Once, when
signwas a young vaudevillian, he was
The
ed for an engagement in Australia.
voyage across was a nightmare. When
return
it was time for him to make the
trip, he faced it with dread.
a
A fellow performer, who was
he
seasoned traveler, assured him that
was worrying needlessly. He advised
he
Rogers to get into his bunk as soon as
the
got on board and to be asleep when
on the
ship sailed. Upon awakening,
exopen sea, he would find that he
perienced no discomfort.
Rogers followed the advice. When he
awoke,he did feel fine — for a moment.
the
Then he heard the creaking of
vessel and the old uneasy feeling
he
returned. Summoning the steward,

1

Remember
Tehran
This is another day of imprisonment for the American hostages in Iran.
We call attention to this because most Americans seem to
have stopped counting. The hostage crisis, like hunger in Cambodia and the war in Afghanistan, has assumed the status of
an accepted reality, however
cruel and unjust.
This is so in part because
Americans, as well as their
government, see no likely prospect of freeing the hostages
anytime soon. Consequently,
the temptation is to lapse into
resentful, resigned silence.
In Washington, this sort of
posture is known as a "low
profile." As diplomatic strategy
in the wake of the failed rescue
mission of last April, it makes
considerable sense. Shouting at
the Iranians didn't free the hostages during the 171 days that
preceded the rescue attempt.
There is even less reason to
think that it might do so now.
Better, perhaps, to permit
passions to cool on both sides
and hope that even the Ayatollah Khomeini comes to realize
that holding diplomatic hostages is counterproductive.
Khomeini's willingness to release the hospitaliwd Richard
Queen may reflect just such a

realization.
But there is also a danger in
this muted approach. As Washington deliberately de-emphasizes its confrontation with
Iran, popular awareness of the
hostages themselves tends to
dissipate. Their reported
dispersal to secret locations in
unknown cities far from the
hothouse atmosphere of Tehran
only services to dim further the
national consciousness.
This must not be allowed to
happen. The imprisonment of
this country's diplomatic mission to Iran is as outrageous
and unacceptable today as it
was on the morning of Nov. 4,
1979.
Dorothea Morefield, wife of
Richard Morefield, U.S. consul
general to Iran, has written to
officials of both political parties
urging them to adopt strong
positions on the hostage crisis
during the Republican and
Democratic national conventions.
This is a worthy request and
one both parties should honor.
In doing so, they would signal
Iran that the lowered voices in
Washington denote anything but
a willingness to abandon the
men and women still languishing under the guns of their
captors.

Washington Today

Smoldering Moderate

Your Indivi
Horoscol

41:11

Looking Back

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Bishop H.C. Morrison

sayingmuch.
AP News Analysis
That's why critics of a Republican
By WALTER R. MEARS
platform that withholds endorsement of
AP Special Correspondent
the Equal Rights Amendment couldn't
DETROIT (AP) — Conservative
muster the support of six states Tuesqualms notwithstanding, George Bush
day night to get the platform debated on
is no flaming Republican liberal.
the convention floor.
He might be a smoldering moderate
At the 1964 convention, there was am— and that's enough to make him
minority support to force fights,
that
ple
world
GOP
a
in
some
suspect with
although losing fights, on the equally
has turned toward the right.
symbolic issues of that GOP campaign:
It also is enough to convince
extremism and civil rights legislation.
pragmatic conservatives that it might
It was in the debate on extremism
be a good idea for Ronald Reagan to
that Rockefeller was booed by conmake him No. 2 man on the 1980 ticket,
servative delegates when he argued
to balance and broaden its appeal.
that a radical minority "alien to the
Some balance. Bush agrees with
middle course.. the mainstream" was
Reagan on almost every issue. There's
to take over the party.
to
trying
substance
than
m
symbolis
more
Mainstream — one of Rockefeller's
their differences. They are both confavorite words in that campaign —
servatives, differing only in degree.
was
means something different now. "The
he
Bush;
with
works
Dean Burch
whole country has moved to the right,
Barry Goldwater's Republican national
so the Republican Party finds itself in
chairman. William E. Timmons is
the mainstream," said Gov. Al Quie of
deputy campaign manager for Reagan;
Minnesota.
he engineered the takeover that made
Edwin Meese, Reagan's chief of staff,
young Republican organizations into
said "the mainstream thinking" of the
•:;oldwater cadres 16 years ago.
nation has moved toward conAt the Republican National Convenservatism, so that the views of the
By Ken Wolf
ion, men whose political roots are
voters parallel those of the former
What is heresy? The word itself con,Jeeply and firmly conservative are billCalifornia governor.
jures up images of religious
ed,suddenly, as the new moderates.
Edwin Meese,Reagan's chief of staff,
persecution and the dictionary
That's because the convention that
said "the mainstream thinking" of the
describes heresy as "religious opinion
will nominate Reagan for president
nation has moved toward conor doctrine at variance with the ortonight is, in fact, more conservative in
servatism, so that the views of the
thodox or accepted doctrine."
outlook than the San Francisco convenvoters parallel those of the former
The term has, however, acquired a
tion that nominated Goldwater.
California governor.
wider meaning — almost any kind of
In Goldwater's time, there was a
So it was nostalgia with a message
dissent from a community norm,
liberal wing, identified with his arct
when Goldwater took the cheers of the
religious or not, is often termed heresy.
rival, the late Nelson A. Rockefeller.
speech
a
for
convention Tuesday night,
In his book Ethnic Chauvinism (Stein
Goldwater trounced him for the
1964
his
of
that sounded the themes
and Day, 1977), Orlando Patterson atnomination, rubbed it in with concampaign.
tempts a practical but pointed definiservative rhetoric, and lost the election
"A prophet in his own time?" said
tion:
to a Lyndon B. Johnson landslide.
Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr., R-Calif.
Heresy is not what other people
At this convention, there are few sur"You're damn right. In our hearts, we
think, as someone once observed,
vivors of the Rockefeller wars. Sen.
knew he was right."
nor is it evens category of forbidJacob K. Javits of New York is one;
Goldwater didn't do his ticket any
den thought; it is not a category
he's for Reagan, although not for the
good by inviting the Rockefeller wing
of thought at all. Heresy is the
more conservative planks in the GOP
out of the campaign — although the
willing suspension of belief, it is
platform. Former Michigan Gov,
liberals probably would have done little
the error of looking into the area
George Romney is another, but he's not
or nothing to help him anyhow. Defiant
of protective ignorance that surin victory, he said he didn't expect the
rounds and seals every CORSCIOIIS
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Thoughts
In Season

rors of war, and this statement was a
shock to me which the General
observed, and rising from his seat he
said,"Parson,I will accompany you on
this sad errand."
"We walked together down to the car.
On entering,I found two young men,not
yet of age, handcuffed together, and a
third, yet younger, handcuffed alone.
The two first were named Hamilton and
Culp. The third was McLemore.(Note:
The Culp boy was Rollie Kelley's grandmother's brother, and lived four miles
east of Benton.)
"I conveyed the sad sentence to them
and they seemed to doubt its truth.
General Buford confirmed it. Then
Hamilton looked up and said, "General
Buford, I did not think you would have
me shot." The old General took out his
bandana and wiped the tears from his
eyes, and said, "Boys, it was a higher
power than I that did it."
"This is all lever knew about the process of conviction. I suppose of course
that it was done by a court martial.
"Hamilton was perfectly composed
and continued so until the last moment.
I spent most of the day in conversation
and prayer with them. He (Hamilton)
said to me,'I regret to die in this manner. Though I am not afraid to die, I
was converted when about 14 years old
and have peace with God and am not
afraid to go. I live in a state which has
not seceded from the Union; I was forcibly taken from my home and parents
and brought out here, and I was simply
trying to get back home when I was
overtaken. I feel that I have done
nothing wrong,though I am about to die
for what I did.'
"He gave me a little ring he had been
making and was hardly finished and
asked me to have it sent to his little
sister at home; and asked that his
funeral be preached by Brother
Fawcett (who afterwards deserted his

10 Years Ago
Wallace B. Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira B. Taylor, Hazel Route 2, was
recently promoted to Army Specialist
Four while serving as a military
policeman with the Security Guard
Company of the U. S. Army Depot,
Long Binh,Vietnam.
Second U. Larry J. Garland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Garland, Murray, was awarded the Army Commendation Medal at a military review held
recently at the Yuma Proving Ground,
Arizona.
Marilynn Forrest, Lochie Hart,
Mellie Hortin, Anne F. Jones Richard

20 Years Ago
James Earl Craft, 32, Hopkinsville
fireman, drowned yesterday in the
Turkey Creek Area of Kentucky Lake.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertha
Cohoon Outland,73.
New officers of the Calloway County
Fair Board are L. W. Smith, Robert
Hopkins, Kenneth Crews, and Dr.
William L. Pogue. Directors are Rob
Gingles, Robert Etherton, Harvey
Ellis, Bobby McDowell, Hugh E.
Wilson, Thomas Banks, and Harold
Beaman.
Bernard Harvey, president of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association, is attending the fifth
leadership conference of the PTA being

family.)"
I will continue this narrative next
week.

Today In History
Today is Saturday, July 19, the 201st
day of 1980. There are 165 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 19, 1941, Prime Minister
Winston Churchill launched the Allies'
"V for Victory" campaign in World
War II.
On this date:
In 1553, Henry VIII's daughter
became Queen Mary of England.
In 1918,the Germans, having failed to
break Allied defenses in World War I,
began retreating in France.
In 1973, a Palestinian gunman seized
17 hostages in Athens, but released
them after being promised safe conduct
out of Greece.
In 1974, Francisco Franco, the ailing
temporarily
dictator,
Spanish
transferred power to Prince Juan
Carlos.
Ten years ago, 721 people aboard the
cruise ship Fulvia were rescued by a
passing ship in the Caribbean. The
Fulvia was on fire and eventually went
under.
Five years ago, American and Soviet
spacemen ended their two-day linkup in
Earth orbit.
Last year, the White House announced the first casualty of President
Carter's Cabinet shakeup: Joseph
Califano was ousted as secretary of
health, education and welfare. Patricia
Harris, housing and urban development
secretary, was named to replace him.
Today's Birthday: Actor Pat Hingle
is N.
Thought For Today . We learn from
history that we learn nothing from
history — George Bernard Shaw (1858.1950).

Bible Thought
And he said unto them, Take
heed, and beware of covetousness:
for a man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of the things which he
posseseeth. Luke 12:15.
The most valuable possession in
ihe whole world is having leso,
( host as your personal saviour

30 Years Ago
The Shady Hill School and grounds
will be sold at public auction on July 29
by the Calloway County Board of
Education, according to Buron Jeffrey,
superintendent of county schools.
Deaths reported include William
2months.
/
Alfred Young,41
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud and Mr.
and Mrs. Keith Morris of the Murray
Lions Club are attending the Lions International Convention being held in
Chicago,Ill.
"If you want to see a pretty sight, just
look at a newly finished hardwood floor

40 Years Ago
Exactly 10,414 Calloway Countians
are registered and entitled to vote in the
primary election on Aug.3.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Eunice Oury, 77, Mrs. Ellen
Lawson, 67, Everett Adams, 58,
William F. Cooper, 74, Mrs. Elizabeth
Crouse, 72, and Mrs. Pearl Ftldgway
Carney,73.
Official application has bee made by
Murray State College for a Civilian
Pilots Training Program, according to
Dr. James H. Richmond, president of
MSC.
The second annual picnic of the Purchase Jersey Breeders Association is
being held today at the Murray State
College Farm, according to Prof. A.
Carman, head of the Agriculture
Department, and his assistants, E. B.
Howton and W. H. Brooks.
First services in the recent addition
to the First Presbyterian Church at 16th
and Main Streets, Murray, will be held
Sunday, according to the pastor, the
50 Years

Gil Layman, Linda Overbey, Maze
Reed, Don Rogers,Sharon Stubblefield,
Lanette Thurman, Edwin L. Walston,
and Alan Weatherly, all of Murray, are
enrolled in the second annual Creative
Writing workshop, directed by Jesse.
Stuart, poet and author, at Murray
State University.
Kenneth F. Harper, Kentucky Commissioner of Public Information, spoke
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Canterbury Estates Subdivision has
been opened by Jerry M. Jones and
Jimmy Rickman
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groaned:
"How far out to sea are we?"
"We haven't left the dock yet," the
steward informed him.

Sis

I recently received the following
write-up from Rollie Kelley of Murray,
who knew that I have been collecting
excerpts concerning the Civil War in
this area. It is a letter written in Atlanta, Georgia, by H. C. Morrison on May
22,1899.
"In order to arrive at the facts
leading up to the "court-martial" and
"execution" of two Marshall County,
Kentucky boys who were conscripted
and taken from their homes during the
dark days of the "rebellion," a citizen
here wrote Reverend H. C. Morrison,
Bishop of the ME Church South, Atlanta, Georgia, relative to the sad affair, to
which inquiry he kindly replied as
follows:
"Dear sir: I was never commissioned
as a Chaplain in the Confederate army.
Never drew a dollar from its government or took any obligation to it in any
way. But my sympathies were with the
South in her struggle. I was at that time
in very low health and went alone to the
Southern army from my home in
Western Kentucky and spent most of
the last year of the war in the work
generally done by a Chaplain, but at my
-fold. To
expense. My object was two
recover my health if possible, and do
what good I could with the wounded,
sick and dying.
"I spent the time with the 8th Kentucky Regiment, then under the command of Colonel A. R. Shacklett. The
boys to whom you allude were from
Marshall County, Kentucky and were in
the 7th Kentucky Regiment.
On the morning of the 9th of June,
1864, there was an order sent to the 8th
Kentucky Regiment for the Chaplain to
report at Division Headquarters,and as
I was acting in the Chaplain's place I
responded to the call. I was greeted by
General Abe Buford and informed that
there were three young men nearby in a
box car to be shot to death with
musketry at 4:00 p.m. that day, and he
requested me to convey to them their
sentence and give them any spiritual
advice that I thought proper.
"I had never seen anything of the hor-

Frances Dral
..
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(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Domestic activities
Find a quiet spot wt
can read or study. 'I
favors entertaining,
careful driving.
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visits and short
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held at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Phillips, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Barnett, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
R. Simpson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewayne Dotson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Moore.
Mrs. Sula Cunningham presented the
mission study lesson on "Spanish
Broadcast" at the meeting of the NFMS
of the Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene.
Gene Cathey and Clyde Roberts are
local agents for the State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Company.

r

that's been done by Leo Alexander,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Adams, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Barnett, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs.James McCallon.
Sixty members of the Boatwright
Family attended the reunion held July 2
at the Kentucky Lake State Park.
Boggess Produce is paying 25 cents
for fryers, according to the firm's ad
this week.
Rev. Howell M. Forgy.
Thomas Earl Martin, Celia Miller,
Charlotte Taylor, Bill Pollard, John
Mack Carter, and Hazel Hood are local
persons who are members of the cast of
the play, "Professor How Could You?"
to be presented July 19 at the Murray
State College auditorium.
Marriages announced this week include Mary Charles Farris to George E.
Price on July 14, and Trucille Reeves to
J. C. Kemp on July 13.
Births reported this week include a
boy, Charles Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Byers on July 14.
Mrs. Letha Brandon was honored at a
dinner held Sunday at her home in
celebration of her 72nd birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Young and
children, Larry and Brenda, of
Highland Park, Mich., are guests of
their parents atStella and Murray.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "20
Mule team" starring Wallace Berry,
Leo Carrillo, Ann Baxter, and Douglas
Fowley.

Ago

Detroit, Mich., a temporary shutdown
Bids for grade and drain of 6.9 miles
in the Ford plant until July 78, Calloway
of the Murray-Hazel Road will be
County has been flooded this week with
received by the Kentucky Department
citizens who are returning here
former
5.
Sept.
by
Highways
of
ily and permanently. FiftyW.
tempporar
include
week
this
reported
Deaths
two cars bound for Calloway County
R. (Bud) Donelson, 77, Mrs. Tom
crossed Eggner's Ferry bridge on July
Burkeen, 25, Eura Otto Stephens, 14, J.
11. It is estimated there are at present
A. Sherley, 86, Chalmers Foster Kinmore than 200 cars in Calloway County
dred, 51, Frank Sylvester, Mrs. Myrtle
bearing Michigan license tags.
Phillips Sidler, 39, Mrs. Martha
Marriages announced this week inWilliams,88, Mrs. Nancy Jane Outland,
clude Dorothy Maye Kendall to William
73, Kendred Scott, 3, and Mrs. Mary R.
Robert Perry on July 12.
Robb,83.
Murray Mayor Edd Filbeck attended
County Patrolman Bart Osborne and
of mayors of Western Kena
session
of
northeast
farm
a
raided
Wilson
Quint
held at Mammoth Cave Nacities
tucky
making
for
outfit
the
seized
and
Murray
tional Park on July 14.
whiskey. A 50 gallon capacity still and
The Rev. A. E. Lassiter will be
four 50 gallon fermenters were taken.
speaker at the revival services at the
No arrests have been made as yet.
West Fork Baptist Church.
Despite a loss in bank deposits
Andrew Mayer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
throughout the entire country,
Jake Mayer of Hazel, and Hugh L
Calloway County banks showed a nice
E. B.
Increase over July 1, 1929. The total in- • Houston, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Houston of Murray. have been named
crease is $174,530.52 or approximately
to the honor roll at Vanderbilt Medical
six per cent. Local banks are Bank of
College, Nashville,Term
Murray, Dees Bank of Hazel, Farmers
Chuck roast is listed as selling for
Bank of Hazel, and First National
2cents per pound in the ad for Shrola
1
12/
Bank.
Bros. Meat Market.
( Due to a general depression in
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Fraacts Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Wt)
"
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Common sense plans on
home improvements will
work. Don't rely at present on
personal contacts for credit or
financial help.
TAURUS
(Apr. 29 to May 20)
Overall a favorable time to
strengthen ties of affection,
but a close ally may be cranky
later. Sidestep conflict.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Put new money-making
plans to work. Rearrange the
office. You'll make important
work gains, but watch bealth
in the p.m.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)el(C)
with
bursting
You're
creative ideas. Capitalize on
them.Exercise mentality for
fun. Watch evening discord.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4kCk
Domestic activities favored.
Find a quiet spot where you
can read or study. The p.m.
favors entertaining, but be
careful driving.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Mental rapport with friends
boosts self-confidence. Local
visits and short trips
stimulate. An unexpected
expense possible later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)—
A good time to ask for a
raise. Your -insight about
career matters will bring you
increased revenues. Watch
careless spending in the p.m.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IrketC.
Make travel plans. Stay in
touch with good friends. Don't
keep midnight oil burning or
you could get overtired. Trust
hunches.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Much that comes your way
today is confidential. You
work best from a behind-thescenes vantage point. Stay
clear of an angry friend.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Attending a party makes
you appreciate someone
more. Don't insist on your own
way in career projects. Be
cooperative.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)w
Begin new projects. A good
day for job-hunters, but you're
better off not mixing business
with pleasure. Mental work
favored.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Make plans to visit a loved
one. Children's affairs bring
pleasure. Don't get careless
Watch
spending.
with
excessive haste later.
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted with the written and the
spoken word. Journalism,
editing, advertising,
publishing, public relations
and literature are some of the
creative areas you may
choose to investigate. You are
clever and versatile, but must
watch a tendency to scatter
your energies. Your greatest
success comes when you dare
to do your own thing. Your
individuality will insure you a
place in the limelight. Music,
design and acting are other
fields which would bring you
success. Birthdate of: Ernest
Hemingway, novelist; Hart
Crane, poet; and Isaac Stern,
violinist.
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WIDE BAND
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2-Prs./58'
ansi. Ins PACKAGE

1088

Sale

K mart's low price

48'

Pkg.

3
Less Factory Rebate $
Your Net Cost
After Factory Rebate 7
88

For Each 2nd Print

Our Reg 78' Pkg.

Focal and Kodacolor II
Develop/Print Color Film

Handy Smoke Detector

Two-Pair Package Of
Sheer Nylon Knee-Highs

Roll developed and first set of
prints at the regular price.
Second prints only 6' each!

Solid-state electronic horn. 9-.volt
carbon zinc battery.

Our Reg. 9.97

Handy 8-Digit Calculator

Seamless stretch nylon with wide
comfort band Misses'
Queen Size Knee-Hi's. 2-Pr. 58'

Compact calculator fits in your hand!
With L.C.D. readout, memory, and
Lpercentage key. Save at K mart

'and compatible process C-41 films only
Does not apply to tepnnts

Cafeteria •ecial

LIMIT 2
PACKS
DRIVEWAY SEALS

)eruelf,

Ron Howard To
Leave 'Happy Days'
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Ron
Howard has signed an exclusive contract with NBC-TV
and is leaving "Happy Days,"
the long-running situation
comedy hit that sparked
ABC's rise from the ratings
ashes five years ago.
Howard, who played Ritchie
Cunningham on the series for
six seasons, wW produce,
direct and star in a number of
TV movies and series produced hir NBC by Major H Productions, Howard's company.
The defection was considered•blow for ABC, which
saw its emzninence et prime
time , evaporate last season.
ABCtinished second to CBS in
the season's ratings, and industry observers consider
ABC's chances for a
resurgence in the fall rather
slight.

2"
78°
Tasty Malted 50-Pack Trash

28-0z." Liquid
Lysol Cleaner Milk Balls
and
Disinfects
deodorizes. Save!
w,

Can Liners
Plastic, 1.5 mil
16x14x37" Save!

Candy with crunch!
In 13 -OZ * carton

597

3BARS Ar

Driveway Sealer
Seals out moisture to
preserve driveways.
Emulsif ied

Gentle Touch'
Bath Soap
With baby oil. 43/4oz." bar. Save now!

BARBECUE SANDWICH PLATE

49

Beef in barbecue sauce on a
fresh bun is served with golden
k brown French fries and cole slaw

'Net WI

'Na. WI

Pkg. of 25
11

...0•1°.- •
4

/37

WAS

97
3
Aluminum
Mail Box

V;
e
Pkg. of 20

Rural type mailbox of
sturdy aluminum
With movable flag
stick. Save at K mart.

Hawaii%
ISLAND
1009
.

68

mierwilt
_ream,
/GA.*

Henri's' Tasty
Salad Dressing
French, Creamy Garlic, 1000 Island or
Cucumber and Onion.
Quart size.

Zip-Lc' Storage Bags
25 quart-size bags of plastic are 71/4)(8" or 20. galIon-size bags, 104 h x11" Save at K mart

OIl

SAVE)

AMETI

LIMIT 2

rt.

Oohnaon was

TOILET BOWL
FRESHENER
DEODORIZE

58
Toilet Bowl
Our
Reg
92

Freshener
Deodorizer
1 7-oz net wt. Scented lemon. Rose
Garden or Early Spring. Save now.

Dual Oil Filter
Dual filtration for clean engine
operation. Most U.S. cars.

Metal reel with adjustable
star drag 70 yds. of 6 lb.
mono line 1 -pc glass rod.

Cleans household germs and deodorizes, disinfects. 28 fl! oz.. Save now.

FSS

— 700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield. Ky.
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West Fires One-Hitter In Murray Win
From Staff Reports
FULTON, Ky. - Murray's
Little League All-Star team
got another stellar pitching
performance in the district
tournament last night as Mark
West pitched a one-hitter
against Mayfield West for a 41 win and a berth in the chamgame against
pionship
Mayfield West, which
defeated Carlisle County, 9-8,
after its loss to Murray to
reach the final.
Murray will face Mayfield
West on Monday at 6:30 p.m.
Murray only has to win one
game and its Mayfield two to
win the double elimination
tournament.
West struckout 12 batters,
including the final three outs,
and walked just one in firing
xr his second one-hitter of the
tournament.
Just as Murray coach Steve
West raved about Jimmy
Brannon's composure during
the prior win over Carlisle
County, he said that Mark
West got the final strikeout
after Mayfield had put runners on second and third with
two out.
"He was never seriously
challenged," West said, adding that his pitcher faced just
ONE THAT GOT AWAY - Jana Washer, the winning pit17 batters through the first
cher for the Royalt, could not believe it as she missed a
five innings.
tricky popup behind the pitcher's mound.
•The only hit West allowed
came on a fly ball that just fell
in between the infield and
right field.

In the girls upper division
softball tournament last night,
assured
Royals
the
themselves their season would
last one more game as they
trounced the Angels, 23-6,
before winning a 5-4 game
from the Aces.
The Royals' win over the
Aces sends the two teams
against each other again
tonight at 6:30 p.m. for the
championship.
• It took a hustling catch by
Jeff fielder Shericia Outland to
finally close the barn door,
,however, as the Aces had
'mounted a rally in the last innThe rally began when
Raysha Roberts laced a home
run over the outfield coverage
and came home before the ball
could be returned to the infield. Then Stacy Curd dropped in a soft hit over second

base and stretched it into a
double.
Wendy Lovett singled in
Curd to trim the score to one.
The Royals proceded to lead
the bases with two out when
Lori Williams came up to send
the final out in Outland's
direction.
For the Royals, the biggest
inning was the first, in which
they scored three runs. Angie
Hamilton scored two runs
after reaching base on errors
in the first and second innings.
Jann Washer, who was also
the winning pitcher, drove in
runs in both the first two innings.
The insurance run came in
the fourth inning when Kristi
Wright, who had scored an
earlier run, reached on a
three-base error and was
driven in by Michele Kupchella.

good job as a backup to catcher Chris Padgett, who was
injured by a foul tip after the
first inning. Mark Miller spell-

to use in later games. We
showed good depth tonight."
West noted that Chip Atkins
came off the bench to do a

Trevino Blazes A Trail Through
British Open With 7-Under 135

By JOHN GALE
Associated Press Writer
MUIRFIELD, Scotland
(AP) - Lee Trevino says a
hungry dog hunts best and
he's blazing a trail through the
British Open Golf Championship on low scores and negligible nourishment.
He's cut out dinner and rarely takes breakfast. Lunch is
"I was pleased in the first permissible, but not much
inning," Steve West said. "We else.
Notwithstanding, the bounhave good quickness to reach
base if the other-team bobbles'cy 40-year-old wizard of the
links is three strokes ahead of
„the ball.
"I thought we were going to the field midway through the
continue to hit the ball, but we Open and is well placed to
fell back into the problem of recapture the title he last won
not making contact with the in 1972, also over the 6,926yard par-71 Muirfield course.
ball.
Trevino carved out# 67 Fri"After the first inning, we
day to add to his first round of
offense,
on
concentrating
quit
68, leaving himself 7-underwhich I am a little concerned
par for the championship. He
proto
about. If we are going
the only thing he
said
duce outside the district we
hungered after was "seven
are going to have to have betwore under," which he
ter hitting," he warned again.
thought could win.
"We have a couple of other
The nearest challengers at
pitchers, McClure and Mark
138 after two rounds were Tom
McClard, we will not hesitate
Watson, who had a secondround 70; former United
States Open champion Jerry
Pate, with cc67, and Scotland's
Ken Brown,who had a 68.
Jack Nicklaus and defen-

ding champion Seve
Ballesteros of Spain were in a
cluster of six players at 140.
It's old tournament tactics
for Trevino to leave a long
time between meals. He
2 days
/
claims he once went 11
in an event without eating.
But Trevino, who weighs in
at a strapping 180 pounds,confessed to another bit of lore
which allows him to play a golf
course without passing out
from starvation.
Irrespective of the spartan
diet, other top players in the
hunt for golf's oldest and most
revered title agreed that*
Trevino has an outstanding
chance.
Nicklaus said Trevino has
played "awfully well" for two
days."But he, too, could shoot
72 or 73, I suppose," said the
Golden Bear with a wry grin.
"He,tools capable."
Nicklaus carded a 73 on
opening day, but it was a different story in the second
round when he charged
around in 67, recording 32 going out but getting two fives on
the 17th and 18th for an indifferent finish.
Watson, who shared the first
round lead with Trevino, also
had problems. He bogeyed two
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The Junior West Kentucky
Golf Tournament will follow
the West Kentucky Golf Tournament at the Mayfield Golf
and Country Club on Wednesday, August 6.
Those eligible to play are all
boys, age 10, through
graduating seniors, and all
girls, age 12, through
graduating seniors.
The shotgun tourney will

begin at 9 a.m. on Wednesday,
and there is a $10 entry fee
which entitles each participant,to a practice round at the
Mayfield golf course, on Monday, Aug. 4, and after 2 p.m.
on Tuesday, Aug.5.
Entry fees should be sent to
the Mayfield Golf and Country
Club, Mayfield, Ky. 42066,
with the name of the golfer,
and his or her age,by July 31.

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6

auto service
11111111111111111

111111111111111

TIRES ON SALE THRU SATURDAY
CHARGE ITS
WI HONOR
SIZES

V/S.04*

REG.

178:13 40.76
C78x14 42.76
(711x14 44.76

master charge

F78:14 46.76

H78x15 51.76

"
SHAWN MCCLURE beats the throw home to score
Murray's first run in its 4-1 win over Mayfield West in the
District Little Tournament last night.

206 East Main - 753-8194

2 years,,
1
fessional for only 2/
scorched over the course in a
record-shattering 7-under-par
64.
His round contained seven
birdies and 28 putts. He rammed the last of them home
from 30 feet on the' itEth green
to clip two strokes from the
course record jointly held for
the last eight years by
Trevino, Nicklaus and fellow
American Johnny Miller.
Carbonetti's surge left him
on even par for the two
rounds.
Ballesteros shot a second
round 68,including an eagle on
the ninth.

E SAVING PLACE'

H78:14 51.76

Coffey Named New AD
At Tennessee Techathletics direcment to the

COOKEVILLE, Term. David Coffey, 37, is Tennessee tor's post at Tech will be effecTech's new director of inter- tive on or before Aug. 11.
"I want to thank the
collegiate athletics, President
Arliss L. Roaden announced at members of the advisory coma Wednesday press con- mittee on the selection of the
director of intercollegiate
ference on the Tech campus.
Coffey comes to Tech from athletics for their work and
the position of business assistance during our searmanager of athletics and ch," Roaden said."In the final
assistant athletics director at analysis, we determined that
Central Michigan University, David Coffey most nearly met
a position he has held since the criteria established at the
January 1973. His appoint- outset of the search."

Sun Deadline Is Monday
The deadline for entering
the 52nd Paducah Sun Tennis
Tournament is 6 p.m. on Monday,July 21.
The tournament is being
held for two divisions, for
beginning - those with, at the
most, very little tournament
experience - and for in-

termediate players.
For information, call Leo
Green, Jr. at 502-442-8214
before 8 a.m. or at 502-554-3515
after 5 p.m.
The tournament will run on
Saturday and Sunday, July 2627 at the Noble Park Tennis
Center.

178115 56.76

SALE

32.76
34.76
36.76
37.76
39.76
40.76
40.76
4E1.76
415.76

Si
"'
1.77
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2.23
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With Exchange
INSTILLED

4-PLY POLYESTER
CORD WHITEWALLS
Our Reg. 36.76
A78x13

2876

2.46
2.60

Plus F.E.T. 1.62 Ea.

2.66

All Tires Plus F E T Ea

2.96

MOUNTING INCLUDED
NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

I 0 I0

88
Our Reg.:
',

On Sale
Thru Sat.

Installation and
Additional Parts Extra.

56.88 •

Maintenance-Free:
•
48-Month Battery •
•
Sealed,calcium-•
lead constructed.:
Exhaust i
Many U.S. cars, • Complete
Carry-out Price
Systems Available
trucks.
Arrestor - Heavy-duty Muffler
Shop at Kmart
In sizes for many U S. cars and light trucks.
Single Unit System Excluded

88

**am-limited 3 Month Free
Replacement limited
AM - eith Meath
Prorate Adlettment
Werrenty1,/...................4...

.111.•0111.1111111

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

A's
Pow

Junior Tournament At
Mayfield Club Aug.6

4=N 1r--lir

G78x15 48.76

The 1903 classic, now back in vogue, conies to
you from the-original manufacturer. Complete
with pull-chain switch, real wood blades. Your
choice of brass finish, chrome finish (larger size
,inly or chestnut brown housings. 36 or 52-in.
L•izes. Blade bottom clearance from floor in modcm room, seven feet. Light adapter and globe
,iptional. Repels-insects, disperses smoke and
odors. Runs more quietly, cools more economically than air conditioning.
(IRE NI ENERGY SAVER FOR AS LITTLE AS 5149.95

of the par-5 holes and said
later it was "like throwing
away four shots."
Ben Crenshaw, runner-up in
the last two British Opens,
was 2-under-par midway in
this c4ampionship. Others at
2-under for the championship
were Australian Open champion Jack Newton and
Americans Andy Bean and Gil
morgan.
It was, however,an Argentinian golfer little known out-,
side South America who turned in the best score of the.second round. Horacio Carbonetti,formerly his country's
amateur champion and a pro-

SUN., MON., TUES., WED.

G711x14 48.76

Own an Original Hunter
Olde Tyme Ceiling Fan

team's versatility when he
came off the bench to make
two good plays on ground balls
up the middle in one inning.

ed Atkins in the last two innings.
West also said that Scott Nix
also displayed more of the

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I .Replace front brok• pods
2. Tru• rotors
3.11ebuild calipers if possible:
replace if necessary at ad•
ditionol ports cost per wheel
colip•r
•
&Install new disc mounting
•Zarc/iip
hardware
S.Repock inner and outer
bearings
0j2t7
6 Replace front grease seals
7 Refill hydraulic system
Mon., Tues.,
8.Insper I rear linings for
Wed. Only
wear (additional cost if r••
pairs on rear wheels are
needed)
9 IC mart safety inspection
•

88
88
Deluxe Disc/Drum Brake Special
Sale Price

1111O•11111MM••••••1111•111•••

Royals Assured Of One
More Game With Aces

Murray proved to be an opportunistic team in its own
right in the first inning when it
scored all four of its runs on
the strength of just one hit.
The first three hitters - Jay
Watson, Shawn McClure and
Mark West- reached base on
a merry-go-round of errors by
the shortstop„ second
baseman and third baseman.
Brannen's single brought
home the third run. He advanced to second on the attempted throw to catch the
runner scoring and moved to
third on a passed ball before
scoring on Chris Padgett's
groundout. But Brannon
finished the game with Murray's only two hits, both on
singles.

88

Ea
Our 7 889 88

Simulated
Sheepskin
' Or Velour
Car cushions in
plush velour or
fluffy simulated
sheepskin fabric
for low-back seat
styles. Save now

Additional parts and services at extra cost
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SHIVICILS iNUUOl
1. OM Omar Up to 5 eta. Oil, Lube And
Ilultigrode 1111444 Vsksis•
2. WOO sot User, brood ii Filter Special
Labor is included. Additional
1-3/16 size piston, triple liter'
2. Clossls lutwitotless MISR,
services ore extra. Save
welded mounts, 1/2" shaft. utio)
now!
Many U.S. cars. Installation C. Ors& field(N essodstl)
5 Gem Me(II oso144.1
extra.

Deluxe Heavy-Duty
Shock Absorbers
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BATSON
Service Hours Mon Frt 8 5 p.m. Open Until 8 On Thurs.

MURRAY DATrN

604S. 12th
753-7114
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Expos Use Two Important Arms TO Hold Astros'Runners At Bay
pas pitcher Woodie Fryman, the 40-year-old Fryman,4-4.
By The Associated Press
"My other manager would
The Montreal Expos used who survived bases-loaded
two important arms to keep cities in the eighth, ninth and have had me out in any one of
the Houston Astros from 10th innings and rode Gary those three (bases-loaded) inCarter's 11th-Inning RBI nings," Fryman said in praise
travelling 90 important feet.
Montreal right fielder Ellis single to a 5-4 victory over of Montreal's Dick Williams.
"It really helped my conValentine threw out Houston Houston.
The Astros finished with 18 fidence that Dick left me in."
catcher Luis PujoLs at the
It didn't help the Astros any
plate in the sixth inning Fri- hits and 19 runners left on
to show so little after so much
day night and later, in the base.
"I got myself in a lot of trou- offensive push.
ninth and 10th innings, Astros
"It's a shame to get 18 hits
runners held third base on fly ble, but each time I made the
good pitches when I had to get and score only four runs,"
balls to Valentine's territory.
That helped matters for Ex- myself out of trouble," said said Houston's Terry Puhl.

"We just let that one slip
away."

NI Roundup
In the other National
League games Friday night,
the San Francisco Giants
rallied past the St. Louis CardinaLs 8-7, the Pittsburgh
Pirates topped the Los
Angeles Dodgers 6-4, the
Philadelphia Phillies ripped

in the second inning and Tony
Bernazard in the seventh to tie
the score both tunes. Bernazard's homer tied the score
at 3-3 and the Expos took a 4-3
lead in the eighth on Rodney
Scott's sacrifice fly.
Houston's Jeff Leonard tied
the score in the eighth with a
solo home run that forced the
extra innings.
Montreal finally won it in
the llth inning when Valentine
singled, went from first to
third on a wild pitch by losing
pitcher Dave Smith, 1-3, and
scored on Carter's single.
Giants 8,Cardinals 7
Milt May doubled, singled
and belted his third career
grand slam - a one-out blast
in the ninth - powering San
on an infield out. Rick Peters Francisco over St. Louis.
had three hits and scored
The Giants, trailing 6-2 after
three runs for the Tigers.
Angels 6, Blue Jays 3
Rod Carew's bases-loaded
triple and Stan Cliburn's
tworun single highlighted
California's six-run second inning. Ed Halicki pitched five
innings to earn the victory
before leaving with a sore
By The Amoelated Pres.
right side

the Atlanta Braves 7-2, the San
Diego Padres edged the
Chicago Cubs 2-1 and the Cincinnati Reds swept a twi-night
doubleheader from the New
York Meta by 5-3 and 8-3
scores.
Valentine threw out Pujols
when the Houston catcher
tried to go from second to
home on a single by Puhl in
the sixth.
Montreal came back twice
on home runs by Gary Carter

A's Shed Scrappy Baseball For One Night
Power-Packed Show In Pasting Of Indians
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland A's have been
scratching out runs this
season by playing Billy Martin
baseball - bunts, steals, hitand-run plays. Friday night,
however, they put on a powerpacked show reminiscent of
Martin's old New York
Yankee teams.

AL Roundup
Hot-hitting Tony Armas
slammed his 20th and 21st
home runs of the season, Mit-chell Page hit two more and
Jlin Essian and Dwayne Murphy also connected as the A's
set a club single-game home
run record and pounded the
'Cleveland Indians 9-1. Homers
by Murphy, Armes and Page
In the fifth inning equaled a
team mark.
The power barrage enabled
Mike Norris, 12-6, who usually
doesn't get many runs to work
with and has griped about it,
to breeze to his 13th complete
game with a four-hitter.
The Yankees also got a taste
of their own medicine when
the Kansas City Royals made
like Murderers' Row by pounding out 21 hits and crushing
New York 13-1 in a battle of
American League division
leaders.
Elsewhere, the Boston Red
Sox nipped the Minnesota
Twins 1-0 in 10 innings, the
Baltimore Orioles edged the

111 &RI F

Texas Rangers 8-7, the
Milwaukee Brewers trimmed
the Chicago White Sox 5-1, the
Detroit Tigers downed the
Seattle Mariners 5-3 and the
California Angels defeated the
Toronto Blue Jays 6-3.
Royals 13, Yankees 1
Larry Gura pitched a threehitter while Willie Wilson led
Kansas City's assault with
five hits and George Brett and
Hal McRae drove in four runs
apiece as the Royals defeated
the Yankees for the fifth time
in seven meetings in what
may have been a playoff
preview.
Gura, 12-4, who has beaten
the Yankees six times in seven
regular-season decisions since
they traded him to Kansas City four years ago, had a nohitter until Bob Watson singled with two out in the sixth.
• The Royals jumped on Rudy
May in the first inning when
Wilson singled and Brett socked his ninth homer of the
season into the upper right
field stands.
Red Sox 1,Twins0
Rookie Dave Stapleton lined
his fifth home run into the
screen in left-center with one
out in the 10th inning while
Mike Torrez blanked Minnesota on seven hits.
Stapleton, called up May 30
after five years in the minors,
broke up a pitching duel
between Torrez and Minnesota's Roger Erickson by
leaning into a 2-2 pitch for his
second homer in two nights.

(Moles 8, Rangers 7
Ken Singleton's two-run
single capped a six-run
Baltimore rally in the seventh
inning that erased a 3-0 Texas
lead. Singleton's hit came off
Sparky Lyle, the fifth Texas
pitcher of the inning, after a
bases-loaded walk to Pat Kelly forged a 3-3 tie. The Orioles
then took the lead on Benny
Ayala's infield out Loser Jim
Kern suffered his ilth setback
in 13 decisions.
The Orioles added two
decisive runs in the eighth
when Mark Belanger rapped
an RBI triple and scored when
catcher Jim Sundberg dropped the ball while attempting
a tag on the relay. The
Rangers battled back with;
four runs in the top of the mm-

tn.
Brewers 5 White Sox 1
Cecil Cooper rapped a pair
of RBI singles and Robin
Yount added a solo homer to
back the nine-hit pitching of
Moose Haas as Milwaukee
snapped a theeegame losing
streak. Haas blanked the
White Sox until an eighthinning home run by Jim Mor-.
rison.
By that time, the Brewers
had a 5-0 lead on Yount's triple
and Cooper's single in the first
inning. Jim Ggantner's
single in the second, Cooper's
run-scoring single in the fifth
and two runs in the seventh on
Yount's homer and consecutive singles by Cooper,

Gorman Thomas and Ben
Ogilvie,
Tigers 5, Mariners 3
Al Cowens singled home the
tie-breaking run in the 10th inning and scoed on a double by
Tom, Brookens. Steve Kemp,
who had two RBI singles
earlier, started the uprising
against Jim Beattie with a
single and advanced to second

The newspaper Sovetskaya
Rossiya, whose publishers include the Soviet Communist
Party Central Committee,
called the recent Liberty Bell
track and field meet in
Philadelphia a "pathetic
sight" that attracted little
public interest.
"So the participants in this
farce are having to run and
Jump to the whistles and applause of their own trainers
and teammates," the paper
said.

season and pitched only five
innings. But Friday night, said
Manager Chuck Tanner, "He
finally found it."
Mlles 7, Braves 2
Bake McBride and Pete
Rose drove in three runs
apiece and Nino Espinosa also coming back from arm
troubles - pitched seven innings of two-hit ball in
Philadelphia's triumph.
Espinosa left in the eighth
and Dickie Noles came on to
give up the third and final
Atlanta hit of the contest.
Padres 2,Cubs 1
Dave Cash hit his first home
rup of the season and Willie
Montanez delivered the gamewinning run with a sixthinning double to help San
Diego hand Chicago its ninth
loss in 11 games.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Soviet Newspaper Mocks
U.S. Attempt To Stage
A 'Counter-Olympics'
MOSCOW(AP)-A popular
Soviet newspaper ridiculed
US. and British Olympic
policies Saturday, denouncing
the "counter-Olympics" in
Philadelphia and mocking the
British government.

seven innings, got two runs in
the eighth and won it in the
ninth. Bill North and Larry
Herndon walked, then Jack
Clark reached on an error by
third baseman Mike Phillips
and one out later reliever Kim
Seaman served up the
decisive pitch.
Pirates 6, Dodgers 4
Former Dodger Rick
Rhoden withstood a three-run
Los Angeles second inning and
defeated his former teammates for his first victory
since September, 1978.
"There was a little extra
adrenaline flowing, knowing I
was going up against the
Dodgers," said Rhoden, who
was traded to Pittsburgh for
Jerry Reuss.
Rhoden developed 'bone
chips in his right arm last

The paper also reiterated a
claim - denied by the British
Embassy - that the embassy
has burned a packet of Olympic tickets purchased earlier
for its staff. The embassy has
barred employees from attending Olympic events, but a
spokesman last week denied
there had been any burning
ceremony.
"Don't turn the tickets back
to the box office, don't sell
them, but burn them!" Sovetskaya Rossiya said."No compromises! Long live "Atlantic
solidarity!"
The commentary also
asserted that in official British
eyes, British athletes at the
Olympics are "agents of
Moscow" and "traitors to
their country."

GENERAL ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 ond Above

FREE
$1.0

GRAND STAND ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 thru I I
Age 12 and Above
s.
t.

FREE
$T.00
$2.00

TENNIS
BROOKLINE, Mass. ( AP)
JoseLutz Clerc outalugged Jimmy Connors,
34, 6-4, 6-3 In a stunning quarterfinal
upset at the $175,000 U.& Pro Tennis
Clamplonalupa.
In other nuitches, Eddie Dibbs was a61, 74 victor over Hans Gildemeister ii
Chile; Gene Mayer elinunated Victor
Perot of Paraguay, 6-4, 6-1: and Jose
Higueras of Spain downed Van Winitski,
6-1,6-4.
MONTREAL(APP - Greer Stevens of
South Africa defeated Leslie Allen 6-2, 63; while Pam Shriver downed Laura DuPont, 6-1, 6-1; to advance to the
sesnifinals of a pro tournament.
STUTTGART,West Germany (API Vitas Gerulaitis defeated Romania's Die
Nastase 6-2, 7-5 in the quarterfinals of
the 875,00) Weissenhof Grand Prix Tournament.
In other matches, Rolf Gehnng bested
Ulli Marten 1-6, 6-1, 6-3; Spain's Jairo
Valesco ousted Ch.ns Lewis of New
Zealand 74,4-6, 6-1; and Wojtek Fibak of
Poland eliminated Zeljko Franulovic of
Yugoslavia 8-1, 24,6-2.
BASTAD, Sweden (AP - Hungary's
Batas: Taroczy won his men's singles
quarterfLnal match in the $75,000
Swedish Open Grand Prix Tournament,
whipping Sweden's Kjell Johanspon 6-3,
5-7, 6-4.
In other quarterfinals, Tony Clamma Iva upset Heinz Gunthardt of
Switzerland 7-5, 6-1; Australian Paul
Kronk defeated countryman Peter
McNamara 6-3, 6-3; and Sweden's
Birger Andersson eliminated Bolivian
Mario Martinez 6-4, 3-8,6-4.
GOLF
COAL VALLEY, Ill. (APP - Scott
Hoch expanded his lead in the M00,000
Quad Cities Open to four strokes,
shooting a 66 for an 11-under-par 129 that

Sports In Brief
equaled the lowest 36-hole tally on the
PGA tour this year.
Grouped at 133 were Tom Jones,
Howard Twitty,and Mike Sullivan.
LUTHERVILLE, Md. API - Joyce
1Carrnierski and Julie Stanger were tied
for the lead at 68 after the first round in
the $100,000 Greater Baltimore Golf
Classic
Four players were tied for secoral with
4-under-par 69s - Nancy Lopez-Melton,
Pat Bradley, Vicki Fergon and Louise
Bruce,
OLYMPICS
- Soviet President
MOSOW (
Leonid I. Brezhnev, in a message to
Olympic athletes and guests, said the
1900 Moscow games mirror strivings for
"peace,accord and beauty."
The Communist Party General
Secretary said the Olympic movement
"enjoys sincere respect and invariable
support" of the Soviet people.

MILSCOW 1APP - bard Kalinin,
outgoing president of the International
Olympic Committee, took a swipe at the
United States government and said it
had gone into the boycott of the Olympic
without
Games in
Moscow
understanding anything about international sport
"If they understand other matters as
well as they understand sport, God help
us all," the88-year-old Irish peer said.
HARNESS RACING
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. AP Niatross set a world record for 3-yearolds in posting a 44"-length victory over
Storm Damage in the $1 million
Meadowlands Pace.
Driver Clint Galbraith showed why
Niatrcaa was named Horse at the Year
by bringing the winner home in I 531-5,
one-filth of a second short of the world
record set by Abercrombie on Aug 1,
1979,

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Americas League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Recalled
Steve Busby,pitcher,from Omahs of the
American Association. Optioned Jerry
Terrell, infielder, to Omaha.
National League
NEW YORK METS-Placed Craig
Swan, pitcher, on the 21-day disabled
list. Purchased the contract of Dyar
Miller, pitcher. from Tidewater of the
International League.
BASKETBALL
National Basketbidl Association
SAN ANTONIO SPURS-Signed RegWouses'a Progie Johnson,forward
fessional Basketball League
CHICAGO HUSTLE-Signed Susan

Digitali,forward-center.
FIXTFBALL
National Footheill League
CHICAGO BEARS-Announced that
MattSuhey,fullback; Dwight Ford,running back; Rick Nash, wide receiver;
and Bill Perrin, safety, had agreed to
terms
NEW YORK JETS-Released Bob
North. quarterback; Tom Ippolite,
defensive lineman; and Mike Palmer,
Frank Nigro, and John Rieke nbadaer,
safeties Announced that Alva Liles,
defensive tackle, and Tom Shremp,
defensive lineman, had left camp.
PITTSBURGH
STEELERS-Announced that Willie
Fry, defensive end, was leaving the
team

Saturday
1:00 p.m. Horse It
Mule Pull
7:00 p.m. Local
Tractor Pull

•
'V
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Fins & Feathers
Jim Lively cut back on his
outboard's throttle and
surveyed the situation across
a stretch of hazy, glasssmooth Barkley Lake. Three
boats were spaced along the
submerged east bank of the
old Cumberland River channel, and one was square on
Lively's best white bass
hotspot. "They must've come
out before it got light," he
said. I looked at my waft,
and it was 5:40 a.m.
Jim Lively is an Evansville,
Indiana, resident, but he and
his wife June spend almost as
much time at Barkley Lake as
they do at home. The reason is
a 50-foot houseboat named
June Marie, which is moored
at Eddy Creek Marina. These-cond reason is the fishing.
Crappie, bass and, in the summer, white bass (stripes) are
Lake, and he backs up
ardent objects of Jim's attenJim Lively says now Is the them to pall white bass front Barkley
stripe cathis fish en shallow
were left to right,
his
12
finds
of
July
y
Lively
heard
I'd
deck.
Saturda
tion.
the
to
Elbow,
catches
nt
Devils
consiste
of
out
held
bringing
mint
the stateenimst by
nets by Mary Iterroyr
Winners of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club t
regular
his
and
ability
place.
ching
first
.
(*thrum
chemise!
River
and
Dennis
gin second place,
bars next tithe old Cumberl
Boyce Baker third place and big bass, Bob B
(etude by Weds Been.)
sacks of fish plopped on the
marina deck, and I'd invited
Watch the current and
myself along to learn the creek-river junction. A bait back to the boat.
presented the awards to win- man's secrets.
"If the fish start jumping on check the schedule for power
By John Wilson
point always
eam
downstr
generation. Increased current
Let's start out by getting
ners in 10 conservation
seems to produce better than the bar, I'll use the slab spoon
things into the right an upstream side."
to get under them to the bigger means better fishing, and
Ronald Tanner, a sport- categories.
when "they run 65,000 cubic
In her address, Lt. Gov. Col- perspective. The heat wave
sman from Union, Boone
Lively believes that white ones below. If the big ones
en and
of water,through the dam,
feet
I'll
surface,
to
the
up
of
come
waters
County, was named Con- lins praised .Kentucky's has slowed fisherm
deep
the
in
but bass lie
can fill the bag in nothing
you
rigged
rod
another
up
pick
servationist of the Year dur- hunters and fishermen,saying fishing for other species,
and
channel
river
fishing the creek or
flat."
il,"
roosterta
white
big
a
He
with
by.
'Mg the 14th Annual Gover- that while most people's hob- Jim Lively says stripe
i
to swim
The wait for bait
nor's Conservation Achieve- bies benefit only themselves,.. is ready to bust wide open.
the minnows Lively said.
How did all this technique
days said he feels
pressure
y
high
Kentuck
hot,
Kenat
big,
of
en
Banquet
sportsm
the
Awards
Other Lively tips include:
ment
for Jim Lively when he
the safety of shallow
work
prefer
tucky Dam Village State have used their advocation to with little wind are the tickets areas. When they hit a
Watch trollers or other was under the pressure of havbenefit all Kentuckians to fast action. Mid-July on submerged channel, they turn fishermen to find initial spots. ing a reporter in his boat? We
Resort Park June 27.
be
Tanner, who has been an ac- through their support of con- through the summer should
and swim along the bank See where stripes are active maneuvered around the boat
a ripe time for big catches.
'
tive member of the League of servation.
rather than cross the deep on top, and then find out why on Jim's spot, started casting
"To understand why this is water. And when they come to they're there by searching the slab spoons toward the point,
Other award recepients
Kentucky Sportsmen for the
Con- true, you have to also
Wildlife
past 18 years and has served were:
the creek meets area with a depthfinder.
and started catching fish. In
cy- a point, where
Calm days are t better for the course of the next four
as both vice president and servationist, Paul Mullen, In- understand the stripe's life
the river, there's no place to
minnows
president of his local bass dependence; Forest Con- cle as it relates to the
go. They're hemmed up, and white bass than windy days. hours we boated around 100
club, teaches a bass fishing servationist, Richard that they feed on," Lively the white bass lunge up like Choppy water scatters bait- stripes, releasing all but the
basic course at the Florence Wengert, Winchester, Super- says. "Stripes spawn on flats hungry wolves from the deep, fish schools.
largest 40. Back on the dock
Fishing is better on a high (when the heat finally ran us
YMCA and has organized a visor of the Daniel Boone Na- around eight feet deep in the slashing through the baitfish,
fishing tournament for han- tional Forest; Soil Con- bays in the mid to latter part driving them to the surface pressure or before a storm off the lake), we had eight
dicapped children during a servationist, Raymond Jef- of May. (Actually, this is my and feeding in a frenzy.
hits. Right before the storm meal-sized packages of fillets
freis, Crestwood; High School favorite time to catch them.)
special olympics.
what happens when fish will quit feeding, and it ready for the freezer.
"That's
Bill Rude
Redmon Payne, Franklin, Conservationist, Tim Moore, Then, after spawning, the fish you see fish scattering and takes a couple of days for
"Oh, I tell you, things are
eceived the Sportsman of the Walton; College Student Con- will start moving back toward jumping on the surface," them to get back into their
,
getting right. From now on inDecade award, the first such servationist, Michael Little, the mouths of the creeks, with Lively stated. "But let me pre-storm routine.
honor presented at the awards Morehead, a Morehead State the big fish going first. They'll make a point. Just because
If stripes are feeding on a to the fall the fish will be out
Conservation stay there until the minnows
program, which is sponsored student;
where there's no feeder on the bars next to the river,"
bar
activity
surface
you don't see
by the League of Kentucky Educator, James Epling, (fry hatched that year) get big doesn't mean there isn't a lot creek, search for humps or Jim Lively said. "This is realthe
Sportsmen and the Kentucky Russell, a junior high biology and start heading toward
high spots on the bar. Again, a ly a good way for a fisherman
ever finished third with Wildlife Federation Founda- teacher; Conservation Com- river channel and deep water. of action going on beneath the
Bill Hurle, Boat City's entry ment
the jumps depthfinder is absolutely to get enough to fill his
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12
"When the minnows finally
tion. Payne was honored for municator, Jim Strader,
freezer."
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to be the extra depth in Bill's
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season opener on Barren. His
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line,
tight
a
on
tom
12 lb. - 1 oz. and 49 Classic were: Johnny DeBoard,
deep - but not more than eight
cranks a couple of turns on his Center, Center Station; Crut- TVA-Land Between The
Points was enough to boost Brodhead, KY (9-0); Charles
feet, you've probably got a
baitcasting rig, and lets it fall cher's Grocery, Highway 49, Lakes, Golden Pond, Kenhim to 6th place in the yearly Norris, Brodhead, KY (8-7);
good spot. This is especially
back to bottom. Each cast is a near Dover, Tennessee; The tucky 42231, or telephone (502)
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Operation Bass

Annual Hunting
Permit
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Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
sRental Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

storey's
Foodalani

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 75318322

SPORTSMAN'S SAFARI
CAMPGROUND and
SPORTSMAN'S MARINA
en Jonathan Creek
Every Wed. night - June & July 6:00
to 8:00 - Bluegill Tournament, Kids
Ages 1 to 7 and 8 to 14

Campground 502/354-8493
Marina 502/354-6568
Rt. S. Benton, KT 42025

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

Murray Bait Co.

&Johnson

Fred Gardner, Owner

OUT1510AFt05

Darnell Marine Sales

Holiday Travel,Inc
appy
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

DON McCIURI

RESTAURANT

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

EVIIIRUOF
SALES&
SERVICE

U

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

[South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

7'; 1-4111

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

GRAYSON McCtURE

loke 94 East our of Murray to, 2 Mile{ TO/ r•ght on 280
Follow 280 or 7 ',Ides Past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop Into Panororndoncl follow blacktop to your rrght

Telephone 502-436-5483

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

tt.

1.111

rrer. sew

Phone
52-753-5693

410
"ow
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fishing hoe

Everyone seems to be suffering from the extreme heat,
including the fish! The combination of bright sunlight and
clear water has forced all of
the fish into deeper cooler
water.
t. Normally the main lake
treetops would be full of shad
fry and you could expect to
find black bass either in the
treetop itself or very close by.
Now, however, these areas
are empty of all species, except maybe at night.
In many cleanvater lakes of
the south this is a common occurrence and you will find
black bass along the edges of
tars and ledges that border
deep water, most of the summer and early fall.
The best times are early
dawn and nighttime after 10
p.m. Plastic worms, topwater
and shallow minnow like lures
that are about the same size as
the baitfish seem to work the
best.
I think it would be wise for
us to learn some of these

techniques since this hot
weather will probably be with
us for awhile.
I fished two days last week
and found both the sauger and
white bass to be 12 to 15 feet
deep.
Most of our fish were taken.
by casting slab spoons and little george's over the edge of
dropoff's, letting them sink to

the bottom and then retrieving
very fast.
I checked several areas that
white bass have worked
before but there wasn't any
shad minnows to attract them
so it was a dry run.
There have been several big
hatches of may fly's and if you
can locate one there will be
fish around these. Bluegill are

always present and provide
super action on light action or
fly rods as well as being great
table fare.
It has been a long time since
we fished for stripes at night
but things may get around to
this being the best way to get a
good string going!
HAPPY FISHING

Hunt Applications
GOLDEN POND,KY — Applications and guidelines for
the 1980 deer hunting season in
TVA's I..nnd Between The
Lakes (LBL) are now
available.
They may be picked up at
the North and South Information Stations; Center Station;
Piney and Hillman Ferry
Campgrounds; olden Pond
Visitors Center; or the administrative office.
In order to qualify for inclu-

sion in the computerized
drawing, all information on
the applications must be completely and legiblyjilled in,
and all applications must have
reached LBL's Wildlife
Management Office by 3:30
p.m. on July 30.
People who desire to hunt
together must apply on the
same form, but party size is
limited to a maximum of five
hunters.
The regular bow hunting

Jeff Conley, ago S, South Barad, Ind., onloys a Salami sandwich while fishing with
crkkots few

season will be held in split sessions from October 8 to
November 9 and from
December 13 through
December 31.
Quota hunt applications are
limited to one person, and
hunters may not apply for the
quota deer hunts h both IC mtucky and Tennessee.
A 2-day quota youth hunt is
scheduled for November 22
and 23; each applicant must
be between the ages of 10 and
16 by November 22 and must
be accompanied by an adult
while hunting.
The quota bow hunt will be
held in the Environmental
Education Center in the Kentucky portion of LBL, but all
other hunt areas in Kentucky
and Tennessee will be open for
the quota gun hunts.
In both categories, a 1-day
hunt is scheduled for
November 14, and three 2-day
hunts will be held on
November 18-19, November
25-26, and November 29-30.
All successful and unsuccessful applicants will be
notified by mail soon after the
computer drawing, but inquiries will not be taken until
after October 19, 1980.
For additional information
write TVA-Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, or telephone
(502)924-5602,extension 235.

Fire Extinguishers

,,j1Stig
ORM
Winners in the bluegill fishing contest held each Wednesday night at Sportsman's Marina were, left to right
front row, ages 1-7, 1st. place most caught, Dean Mayfield,
Ind., 1st. place largest fish, Bobby Beckman, MI., 1st. place
total weight, Sarah Beckman, Mi., back row, ages 1-14, Tim
L
, III., 2nd. place largest fish, Devil Slivka, Ind., 2nd
place most caught, Dennis Slivka, Ind., 1st. place most
caught and 1st place total weight, Chris Hadley, Banton,
1st place largest fish and 2nd place total weight.

Kentucky law requires that the following types of vessels
carry on board a U. S. Coast Guard approved hand protable
fire extinguisher or semi-portable fire extinguisher using
carbon dioxide(CO2)foam or other chemical ingredient such
as commonly used for extinguishing gasoline fires or
petroleum product fires:
'all inboard motor vessels, regardless of size, and all outboard motor vessels which have enclosed or semi-enclosed
bilges.
'all vessels equipped with any butane gas, propane gas,
kerosene, gasoline or petroleum product consuming device,
except outboard motors.
'all motor vessels having closed or semi-enclosed cabins
and any vessel with sleeping accommodations.
*all open-type boats with decks at the bow,30 inches long or
longer.
On all other boats it is not mandatory that they be equipped
with a fire extinguisher. However, the Division of Water Enforcement recommends that all boats carry one,at least, as a
safety measure.

Denise Lewis was the winner of the bass division with
this seven pound hoer mance tanker.

*sward Newsome won the catfish division of the Uncle
Lois fishing contest with this 29 pound blue catfish.

Sonny Hooks holds the two pound four ounce crappie
which won tin crappie division of the spntest.

Jerry Birdsong brought in this two pound 12 ounce monger
to win that division

Lake By Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Surface water temperatures
continue to rise on Kentucky's
major lakes and fishing continues to decline as the heat
wave drags on. The state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reports
this lake-by-lake rundown:
Herrington: Bluegill good
still fishing crickets off deep
banks; catfish fair to good still
fishing nightcrawlers and
crawfish off deep points;
black bass slow at night on artificial nightcrawlers off
points and deep rocky banks;
clear, stable at pool and 89
degrees.
Grayson: Bluegill good still
fishing worms off points;
crappie good but small over
submerged cover; in
tailwaters, trout good; clear,
stable at pool and 86.
Laurel: Trout good at night
off deep banks; bluegill fair
around stickups; clear, falling
slowly, 6 feet below pool and
85.
Barren: Bluegill fair but
small off deep banks; black
bass fair but small at night on

artificial nightcrawlers over
deep cover; clear, stable at
pool and 88.
Cave Run: Musky fair
casting and trolling medium
deep runners over channel on
the upper lake and in coves;
black bass slow at night on artificial nightcrawlers off
rocky points and ledges;
clear, stable at pool and 87.
Dale Hollow: Black bass
fair at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off points and in
weed beds; bluegill slow off
deep banks; clear, falling
slowly, 2 feet below pool and
85.
Buckhorn: Bluegill fair off
deep banks; in tailwaters,
trout good; clear, stable at
pool and 89.
Green: Crappie fair at night
30 feet deep; in tailwaters,
catfish and trout fair to good;
clear,stable at pool and 86.
Nolin: Black bass far at
night on spinner baits and artificial nightcrawlers off
stumpy banks and points; in
tailwaters, trout fair; clear,
stable at pool and 83.
Barkley: White bass fair

early and late on jigs in
jumps; in tailwaters, catfish
fair; clear to murky,stable at
pool and 88.
Kentucky: White bass slow
at night over submerged cover
in channels; bluegill slow still
fishing worms and crickets
and on flyrod poppers along
rip rap and over submerged
cover; in tailwaters, catfish
fair; clear, stable, one-half
foot below pool and 87.
Cumberland: Crappie slow
over submerged cover on the
upper lake and in deep coves
off the main tower lake; black
bass slow at night on lower
artificial
on
lake
nightcrawlers and dollflies
with pork rind trailers off deep
points; in tailwaters, trout fair
to good; clear, falling, 20 feet
below the timberline and 89.
Fishtrap: Catfish slow late
evenings and at night still
fishing cut bait at the backs of
sloughs; in tailwaters, trout
fair; clear to murky,stable at
pool and 86.
Dewey: Crappie slow
around stickups and tree tops;
clear to murky, stable at pool

and 88.
Rough River: Black bass
slow at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off deep points;
clear,stable at pool and 90.
Is your family protected
from a farm drowning accident? In a recent study by
ihe University of Kentucky
College ofAgriculture. it was
noted that one out of every
seven fatal accidents on Kent ucky farms was a drowning.
Water related accidents
were second only to tractors
as the most common causes
of farm fatalities. Nearly half
of these drownings involved
youth between 10 and 20
years of age. The victims
were predominantly male
and swimming was the
major activity at the time

Pheiss courtesy Sperismow's Marla.

WATSON'S

Cain's AMC,Jeep

Fish Market
759-1208

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
BoDy-wiiRK 900 Sycamore
753-5142

So. 1216. St.
(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

Hwy.641 North

753-6448

4-34
41041
,

Chi This Ad and Rotel'', 10% Off Tackle

ricay View Bait Shop

that 4.$ to
w

At Calhoun Hill Boat Romp On Donaldson Creek
Specializing In Home Cooked MI xican
Food On Weekends and Holidays

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires 1 4 WI. Vehicles
"Widest" Solootion of 4-Whooliag Tires
in That Jackson Purchase
753-6779
.410 N. 4th

1\11 ADI IC"

NA\77T4t,:;Icr:,

ea.

SPORTING GOODS

Bait, Tackle, Picnic tupplias,
Boot Rentals, Guide Service
Spring Hours: 4 a.m.-9 p.m.

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Serving Hot Breakfast One Free Cup of Coffee
Owners: Harold / Mario Gamble
WO they tots Dienatiol. Shay
502-924.9926

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Noalquartors

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

1
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During Supper Club Case

Insulation Fumes Said To Be Deadly

CINCINNATI (AP) Fumes from Insulation burned off electrical wiring can kill
without warning, an expert
witness has testified in the second Beverly Hills Supper
Club trial.
The trial stems from the
May 1977 fire that destroyed
the posh club in suburban
Southgate, Ky.,killing 165 people. Another 50 people were injured.
Debra Wallace, an environmental biologist from
New York City, told a U.S.
District Court jury Friday
that polyvinyl cloride, or PVC,
commonly used as insulation
on electrical wiring, degrades
at temperatures considerably
lower than the heat required
to produce an open flame.
elevated
"at
And
temperatures, the process
happens so rapidly - before
there are any signs such as
flame or smoke," she said. "It

comes up on people quite
unexpectedly."
Friday marked the end of
the first week of the trial,
which is expected to last moat
of the summer. Fifteen
manufacturers of PVC products are on trial, and the jury
will have to determine
whether the use of PVC constitutes an unusual danger.
"My opinion is that it is probably a very dangerous product," Ms. Wallace testified.
"It is a product which
degrades at low temperatures
and is placed in a hidden position ( behind walls and ceilings) where people can't
observe it."
There is a "massive quantity of it all over a building,"
she said, and "once it starts
degrading, it will continue the
process."
"By the time someone
notices it, all too often it has
already damaged someone.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
7 Man's nickACROSS
Answer to Priday's Puzzle
1 Wherewithal
name
8
Frolic
6
Stroke
COCO BCC MCC
9 Man's name
11 - bicycle
CUM CCU OMB
12 Kite
10 Renounce
MEC CCIC COCO
14 Conjunction 11 Carries
COMM] CUMULI
13 Novices
15 Gloomy
UCC CCU
16 On the ocean
17 Theater
CUCCUU UCCUCC
19 Growing out
award
UOU
18 Pedal digit
of
CCU
21 Rth
20 Desert
CCUCCU OCCUCC
24 Room
havens
CUR CUE
26 Mediter22 Weight of
MCCUE] CUCCCU
ranean vessel MCC UCC COCCI
India
29 Heavens
23 Vast ages
OULU CDC UCCO
31 Web-footed
25 Harvests
A
A C CCU MCC
birds
27 Proceed
33 Serious
28 Breaks
53 Capuchin
35 Beet animal 43 Mollifies
30 Asserts
36 Muse
monkey
46 Coin
32 Seize
37 Falsehoods 48 Seaweed
56 Yes: Sp.
34 Location
39 Defaced
51 Man's nick- 58 Tellurium
35 Particular
40 More certain
symbol
name
38 Abounds
4 1 Preposition
42 Weird
44 Jacob's
brother
45 Goal
47 Slink
49 Transgress
50 Redact
52 Worms
54 Scale note
55 Negligent
57 Click beetle
59 Forgive
60 Watched
secretly
DOWN
1 Dark red
2 Printer's
measure
3 Sum up
4 Roman tyrant
5 Besmirch
6 Grains

which has
been taking place all over the

This is the scenario
Country."

Plaintiffs already have won
some $19 million in out-ofcourt settlements with owners
of the club,the utility that supplied electricity and some
aluminum wire manufacturers.
In the only other litigation to

reach trial, a federal court
jury determined last
February the cause of the fire
was not attributable to
aluminum wire.
The current trial is concerned only with the role PVC may
have played in the deaths,
which officially were ruled
Testimony
asphyxiation.
regarding the cause of the fire

THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR

"If we had no faults, we
should not take so much
pleasure in noting those of
others "-- La Rochefoucald

East made what seemed
like a minor slip in his
defense of today's shaky no
trump game. Unfortunately,
after the hand was over, it
developed that East's
"minor slip" had been a
major one indeed.
North was playing a special treatment called
"fourth suit forcing" and
therefore his two-spade bid
did not promise spades.
Nevertheless, it is a mystery why South did not raise
spades.
West led the diamond
king and declarer was the
first one to make a slip. He
went right up with dummy's
ace. Had' he ducked one
round, the defense could not
have brought in the diamonds and declarer would
have had an easy time.
On dummy's diamond
ace, East played the seven,
a careless play that he
would soon regret. A spade
was led from dummy at
trick two and East tried to
make amends by going
straight up with his ace to
fire a diamond through.
Declarer had the perfect
countermove. He ducked
East's diamond nine and
now the suit was blocked. If
West overtook and continued, declarer's 10 would
become a winner and, if
East allowed the diamond
nine to hold, that would be
the end of the diamond suit.
It would have been a different story if East had
played the diamond nine at
trick one. When in with the
ace of spades, the lead of
the diamond seven would

ThE SUN 15 514ININEi!
IT'5 A BRAND NE10
PAY, AND I'M ALIVE!!

."1-'5 MORNING!

l •
•*
.‘UI

YEAH, BUT WITH MORE
SOLDIERS, LOOK AT ALL.
THE BEETLE BAILEYS
THEY MUST HAVE

BUT I HAVEN'T
GAINED A POUND
IN TEN 'YEARS

suovisc 050-

6Y THE JUNGLE
CIWERS AND
NONOR GUAROS
70 THE NEW
01
TREE HOUSE

•

b.
I 160NOERE
HOW FAR ONE
ROAST CHICKEN
WOULD GO WITH
400 GUESTS-

-or
0leo we FewmaihniKatklot veaatave ralanni

PANON6 AN!, SIAGMAIS
UNTIL PAWN

Person to work part time or full
time in local pharmacy. Must
be ambitious and willing to
work. Send resume to P.O. Box
32 B.
Babysitter needed, must have
references and transportation.
Call 753-1463 after 4 pm.
Experienced clean-up man, 18
or older, must be willing to
work. Call 753-9841 between 7
and 5
Help wanted. Must be experienced in auto-body repair.
Apply at Century Body Shop on
Sycamore Street.

C

Danny Cleaver
Slated To Be
Church Speaker

12th & Poplar
753-1227
4_11_0 0_2 LILA a 12_11

SAT. 8, SUN., 2:00

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY

All Seats $1.50

MI be closed for
vacation July 17th
through 22nd. WIN open
again, Wednesday, July
23rd.
WM MEWS

MM
SHOP
NEWLY OPENED!
2 miles north of Cold-

water
489.1816
If You
Need Them
489-2414
Airport
Ambulance. . . 753-9332
Comp. Care . . 753-6622
911
Fire (City)
Fire (County) . . 753-6952
Foster Parents . 753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Com 753-0849
Humane Soc. . 759-4141
Learn To Read. 753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
Parents' Anon 753-1792
Poison Control 753-7588
911
Police
Rescue Squad . . 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
753-3151
Sheriff
State Poll -800-$92-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger & Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy near the
telephone.
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy 759-4600.
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
department,
advertising
retail advertising department and circulation
department.
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may be on duty.
that
request
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
Circulation . . . 753-1 91 7
Display Ads . . . 753-1919
Accounting. . . . 753-1 91 6
News & Sports . 753-191 8
The Murray
Ledger 8. Times

NOTICE
imEffective
mediately to all
home
mobile
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH

US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

Capture your children's
precious moments in a
beautiful photograph.

CARTER STUDIO
Main

- AT MI-

BARGAIN
MATINEES
r Ciose fi

HOFFMAN'S
NURSERY

304
•

,

COOL COMFORT!

Starks
Hardware

Danny Cleaver will be the
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6 p.m. services on
Sunday, July 20, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
His morning subject will be
"Not Conformed; But
Transformed" with scripture
from Romans 12:1,2, and his
evening subject will be
"Members of the Body" with
scripture from Romans 12:3-8.
Mr. Cleaver will be speaking for John Dale who is
speaking at gospel meetings
at Bethlehem and Blood River
Churches in Henry County,
Tenn.
Assisting in the services will
be Tommy Carraway, Jerry
Bolls, Eddie Rogers, Joe
Thornton, Billy Nix, Kim
Weatherford, Ricky Cherry,
r60029YE-Y.-YES...PLEASE NI Roy Harmon, Amos Hill, TerDOI BUT NEXT
GoopsyE
rell Mayton, Lorin Watson,
TIME. ADVANCE
COME BACK
-ACTAiN
NOTICE,PLEASE,„
Terry Roberson, Kevin
McManus, Phil Cannon, Ron
McNutt, Paul Ragsdale, and
Ed A. Thomas.
'teen nursery helper will be
Tamrni Crouse, special class
helper will be Karen Carraway, and extension department workers will be Joe
Thornton and David Wright.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

a

marvY.

ITS A
FACT

Froe gift wrapping Is a
specials y at:

The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services on Sunday, July
20.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray,
Rachel Rickman, and Clovis
Jones. For bus information
persons may call Don Hale,
phone 753-3063.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday.

e

THEY BROuGHT
THEIR OvVN
DINNER, DIANA

•

Burpoe To
Speak At Grace
Baptist Church

*

DAGW000,STARTING
TC)MOR ROW,YOU'RE GOING
ON A STRICT DIET

Walter Mischke
To Give Sermon
'To Methodists

First Christian
Church To Hear
Rev. David Roos

%

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

have beaten the game. West
would have enjoyed a finessable position in the diamond
suit and the defense would
Dr. David C. Roos,
have scored four diamonds The Rev.
minister of the First Christian
and one spade.
Church, will speak on "Jesus
Sect Reaches Out!" with
Bid with Corn
scripture from Acts 11:1-4, 1518 at the 10:45 a.m,services on
South holds. 7-19-B
Sunday, July 20, at the church.
•Q 7 4
Margaret Boone will direct
•A 6 3
•A 3
the music with Maxine Clark
•K J 10 7 5
as organist.
•
Assisting in the services will
South North
be Mark Austin, Harlan
1
1+
Hodges, Dr. A. H. Titsworth,
Clopton, Robert Hopkins,
ANSWER: Two hearts Jim
Don McCord,
Three trumps to an honor and Mike Holton,
a side doubleton make the sin- Lenvel Yates, Buffy Greer,
gle raise the most construc- Judy and Lynn Eldredge, and
Mr.and Mrs. Frank Roberts.
tive bid.
The flowers on the commuSend bridge questions to The Aces nion table will be in memory
75225,
Texas
Dallas.
12363,
Box
PO
the famiwith self-addressed, stamped envelope of Amber Holton by
for reply
ly.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m, and the all church picnic
will be at the City-County
Park at 5 p.m. on Sunday.

OKAY
OKAY

GEE!THE RUSSIANS HAVE
MORE PLANES THAN WE
DO, MORE SHIPS,MORE
TANKS AND A LOT
MORE SOLDIERS!

Noce of Public Hearing to be held at 8:00
a.m. on the 28th day of July 1980 in the
Calloway County Courthouse. The purpose of
this hearing will be to discuss the feosobility
of establishing on eight (8) county community
action agency.

7-1114.

It$

Lott' Gray kitten with yellow
markings Child's pet Missing
from 1507 Clayshire Olive. Call
759-1243 after 5 pm

LEGAL NOTICE

1,1nrtre o re scope

"What Is The Spiritual Life"
with scripture from Gal. 5:1326 will be the subject of the
•Q 7 4
by the Rev. Dr. Walter
sermon
V A 63
E. Mischke, Jr., minister of
•A 3
the First United Methodist
•K J 107 5
Church, at the 8:45 and 10:50
EAST
WEST
a.m, services on Sunday, July
•A 9 8 5 3 2
•20,-at the church.
•2
•J 9 7 5 4
Guest soloist at the early
•9 7
•KQJ 82
service will be Mrs. Joan
•Q 6 4 2
+983
Bowker who will sing "Jesus
SOUTH
Is Lord of All." The Chancel
•KJ 106
•K Q too
Choir, directed by Paul W.
•10 6 5 4
Shahan, will sing the anthem,
•A
"Have Thine Own Way Lord,"
at the later service. Mrs. Jane
Vulnerable: None. Dealer• Sexton Atkins will be guest
South. The bidding:
organist.
Church School will be held
East
North
Scotia West
at 9:45 a.m., and Covenant
Pass
2+
Pass
1•
Prayer Groups will meet at 7
Pass
24
Pass
2•
All pass p.m. on Sunday.
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
The church-wide picnic has
postponed until Aug. 17.
been
Diamond
Opening lead.
king
NORTH

NOW NANCY, I PONT
WANT TO FIND YOU
NEAR THE TV WHEN
I RETURN
4.•

will not be allowed.
If the Jury determines that
PVC was in any way liable for
the deaths, a second phase of
the trial will be held to assess
damages.
Litigation against one other
group of defendants, makers
of tile and other products used
in the night club, is still pending.

5. Lost and Found

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

753-6296

financial
Notional
organization has on opening
for .high caliber, career minded person. No salary celing
Liberal fringe benefits. Comprehensive S-pear training
program. No traveling.
resident
Established
preferred, ambitious, determined. College degree helpful. Give evidence of success
in former occupations. Equal
Opportunity Employer. Send
resume to Box 2870,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
Alt Memory
5. Lost acid Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
2E TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
a Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
II. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
U. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43, Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411 Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Tecumseh Products Co., Paris,
seeking
is
Tennessee,
maintenance personnel with
successful background in the
electrical/mechanical
maintenance field. The successful applicant should have a
minimum of 3 years industrial
maintenance experience. Apply
in person to Tecumseh Products Co., Paris, Tennessee.
Wanted: Need someone to combine Vetch seed. Telephone
(313)545-0491.

1

3
ir

2

9. Situation Wanted

IC
ai
11.
ti
4!

College girl would like to clean
house for family in Murray. Call
759-4717.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
Will clean your house. Experienced. Call 474-2276.

CI
PI

H.

Fr
dt
w;

10. Bus. Opportunity
For sale: Franchised fiberglass
business. 362-4064. Also heavy
duty 8x24 foot trailer, ideal for
hay hauling.
Start Now Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2001.after 4 pm.

Fc
ga
Cl
an

Fa
M.
au
75

Vacant store space in Olympic
Plaza. Good opportunity. Call
753-9469.

Cl

Or
na
21
5'
dr
$1

13. For Sale or Trade
Will swap ten Errol Garner
records for Oscar Pet6son
records. Excellent condition.
Call 753-6453.

Coming
Soon!
newest
Murray's
Educational and Child
Care Program for preschool children.
THE APPLE
TREE SCHOOL

14. Want To Buy

toi

21

One pair of mature Peafowl
527-1719

Ya

15. Articles For Sale

For
more infOrmation coll.
753.9356, 753-7249 or
753.1566.

(9

Aluminum step ladders; 4'.
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladder,
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20',

4. In Memory

Fo
To
tic
ca
fu
ch
dr
Ca

$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin

IN MEMORY OF
MAMA AND PAPA
On July 19, 1968 God called
home two of his family
members to live upon a hill of
streets paved with gold and
pearly gates to reign forever by
His side.
The members called home
were my grandparents, Mama
and Papa Taylor
Tho its been twelve years
there still lingers an ache inside my heart for Mama and
Papa who were so dear and loved by all who knew their gentle
love' and smile of kindness
which always shined upon the
ones they loved.
Mama and Papa I know you
are happy where you are, and I
wrote this in love and memory
of how much I loved you both
Tho you may be gone from
earth each memory I have of
you still lives on inside my
heart and will be helt there all
my life till you and I shall once
again meet upon that hill of
gold and pearly gates to live
with God throughout eternity.

Hardware.
Vicioria 200 tomato luicer. No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking. Does a bushel in 30
minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Beautiful antique dining room
suite. Call 489-2775.
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces,
$27.99; 8 pieces. $39.99: 10 •
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces.
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Commodes. White. $39.99; col
ors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware
Paris.
Cookware. Stainless steel with
copper bottom Covered sauce
pans, 1 1,4 quart, $4.99, 2 qt
$5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 qt
Dutch oven, $12.99, 10"
topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Frame; extra long mattress and
box springs. 759-4438.
Five piece living room suite,
water bedirame, 5 piece drum
set. Call 753-4691 after 5 pm.

Your loving granddaughter, Cindy.

und-14airFound: Set of keys on leather
key ring. Found on 18th and
Olive Streets. Claim by caning
753-1916.
lost Female St Bernard, approximately Tuesday, in vicinity
of North 16th near the extension by Five Points. Name is
Massa Please call 753-1649 or
153-6642
eLost leather hand bag, old
Shiloh Road area. Reward!
7534)661 or 753-6012

Floral couch, $75; student
desk, $20; occasional chair
(need upholstering), $10. Call
after 5 pm, 753-8187.
Futl size mattress and box springs. $15. Call 489-2224.
No guess work pressure canner, .
heavy polished aluminum with
numbered guage Holds 7 quart
'ars, $49 99 Wallin Hardware, •
Paris.
One bedroom suite, dining
room chairs, baby play-eat
table, telephone stand, clothes
butler Call 753-5526
4'7-4
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR to.BIG RESULTS!

MON
43. Rea Estate
27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent
0900.•
IMPORT
PARTS
AND REPAIR
For sale 14x70 Windsor with 2 Two bedroom townhouse apartOpel, Datsun, Toyota, Simca,
ment, all carpet, range,
lots Call 436-2193
and
Capri
motors
refrigerator, disposal, washer.
transmissions Call 474-2325
For sale by owner 10x60 two dryer hookup, central heat and
bedroom mobile home with air. Call 753-7550.
VW parts. 1969 Squareback, in14x16 added living room on
cluding engine and automatic
BOYD-MA)I •
approximately one acre lot Ultra-attractive upstairs aparttransmission Call 489-2330
REAL ESTATE
Three miles east of Murray ment, available July 20th. Only
753-8080
49. Used Can
10x10 storage building, 16x20 responsible, single adult with
basketball court, and garden references need inquire. $150
Professronal Services
Attention convertible collechk i1t. I U, Frirndiv Tow*"
space Shown by appointment per month, $150 deposit
tors: 1967 Buick Electra Call
only $17,500 Phone 753- Utilities furnished. Call 753753-8923.
WESTWOOD
9829.
4506
By owner 1972 Olds convertiBeen reluctant to buy
Rooms for Rent
ble, new top. After 5 tall 753because prices too
Must sell: 12x65 three 33.
6760.
high? Here's your
bedroom, Ph bath, carpeted, Furnished room for rent, one
chance attractive 3
refrigerator, stove, air- block from MSU Living room,
1977 Chevrolet Impala. Power
•3i6E
Bdrm. brick with ls
conditioner, washer and dryer. kitchen, and laundry facilities
brakes, steering, air. Good conbaths,
den,
only.
Wall-to-wall
big
carpet.
Boys
kitchen
Underpinning, straps, porch
dition, $2600. 753-8762.
The difference between your analysis and
with dishwasher and
$55 per month. Call 759-4538
and steps. $5300. 753-6677.
1971 Cordoba, loaded, white
Cronkite's analysis is Walter knows when to range, attached
One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call 34. Houses For Rent
with burgandy velure interior.
garage, central heat
sign off."
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- For sale or rent by owner. 2 il
753-4682 or 759-1864
r_a_,_
and air. Only $39,500
1551.
bedroom home on lake at Pine ...). Real r-Mdle
41 Real Estate
Act quickly.
1956 Chevrolet Bel-Air, 4-door,
Two bedroom mobile home, Bluff Shores. Contact Annette
6 cylinder, automatic.
STARTER
HOME!
1462, central air and heat, Burnham or call 436-5364.
SAVE
mechanically sound, good inHere is an ideal first
This 2 bedroom, bath,
16x8 cover front porch, 20x10 Four room house, nicely furterior, $595. Call 489-2595.
home.
It
has
3
and large den has exSnapper mower blades, 26", carport, blacktop drive, fenced nished or unfurnished. AirREALTY
1978 Dodge Omni, excellent
bedrooms, living
tra cabinets and
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin in backyard, on large lot. conditioned. East of Almo. $70.
condition, 27,000 miles, great
room,
nice
kitchen
Beautiful view of Kentucky 753-6791.
bookshelves in every
Hardware, Paris.
mileage, 26 mpg city, 38 mpg
with plenty of cabinets
Lake. Must see to appreciate.
room in the house highway. $4000. Call 753and bath. The house
20. Sports Equipment $23,000. Call 1-901-232-8510. For rent: 2 bedroom house.
you'll have to see this
7276.
was
completely
TRI-LEVEL
Boys 20" dirt bike, excellent 1977 Windsor with two tots. Stove and refrigerator. 753one. $31,000.
redecorated last fall
9240.
BEAUTY
1911 Ford LTD, $350. 1973
condition, $50. Call 759-4142 436-2193.
inside and out. It's in
Buick Century, good condition,
Recently listed 5
after 5 pm.
Two bedrooms, unfurnished, 2
753-8080
tip-top
shape
and
only
28. Mob. Home Rents
$850. 753-8056.
bedroom home in
blocks from square, available
Boys 10-speed bicycle, $40.
$25,000. Should easily
Canterbury Estates.
Furnished mobile home, near August 1st, $225 per month
1977 Impala stationwagon
354-6470, Aurora.
qualify for VA or FHA
Streak into our office! Get the with luggage rack, air, power
Over 3000 square feet
Hamlin. Christians only. Call plus deposit. Mayfield, 241loans.
Make
this
your
12' Sears two man canoe, 436-2951.
bare facts on this 11
/
2 story, 5 steering, clean, mechanically
8076 after 5 pm.
of living area in this
first home!
rough water aluminum. Call
bedroom, 2 bath home. family sound. Call 753-7987 any time
roomy family home.
carport.
bedroom
brick,
Two
rent
Mobile
2
homes
for
247-7639.
room, 10 closets, 30x50 shop. after 2:30.
Living room, large
JOHN SMITH
bedroom, fully furnished, $130 Six miles north of Murray.
NI on 3 acre lot. Just reduced
Used 20" girl's bicycle, $25. per month. Excellent location. $200 per month plus deposit.
eat-in kitchen, den
over $8000...Owner anxious to 1976 m,G, blue with dark
Very good condition. Call 759- Call 753-8964.
with fireplace, 19' x 17'
References required. No pets.
sell. Call Chuck and let him buckskin interior Call after 5
1210 or see at 1625 Loch Logame room, storage
Call 1-443-3954 after 4 pm.
reveal this home to you. 753- pm, 753-0736.
Two bedroom mobile home at
mond.
galore, and large
1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1979 Mustang, all power, 'air,
Stella, central heat and air. Three bedroom, in country,
backyard concrete
22. Musical
Realtors.
$175 per month, plus deposit. south of Lynn Grove. Stove, 2
V-6, AM-Fhttassette. Must sell,
patio
for
those
sum753-7411
For sale 3 keyboard Wurlitzer Call 753-9290 or after 5 pm, car garage, washer-dryer
take over payments Call 753AROUND
mer
THE
cookouts.
Offered
CLOCK
hookup, large lot, garden spot;
organ. Must sell. 435-4126.
489-2761.
4010 or 435-4590.
well below replacefireplace. Call 753-9476 or
Yamaha trumpet for sale. 753- Trailers for rent, couples only.
1965 Mustang, 6 cylinder,
STROUT
REALTY,
INC.
ment
cost
$79,500.
after 4 pm, 753-8431. Rent
3243 days or 753-7406 even- See Brandon Dill at Dill's negotiable.
excellent
The leoders smut 1900 on sem, the
automatic,
For all the information
delved.
be,
end
Telef.
ings.
Trailer Court.
mechanically, no rust ever.
phone 753-1222, KopTwo bedroom unfurnished
FARMS-HOMES
Perfect car to restore. $1600 or
perud Realty, 711
24. Miscellaneous
29. Heating-Cooling
BUSINESSES
house for rent, near Aurora.
trade for late model small car.
Main,
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
60x75 Building on 100x75 feet Hotpoint 5,000 BTU air- 153-7337 or 437-4617.
153-3234 days. 753-0114
RAVE PROPERTY
PROPERTY
lot. Building suited for grocery, conditioner Call 759-1196.
evenings.
For Rent Or Lease
TO SELL?
Listings needed! Offices
antique auction barn and or 30. Business Rental'
HOME SWEET
If you've been thinking
1974 Olds Delta 88. 4-door
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Two bedroom unfurnished
flea market. Many opporHOME
automatic, power and air.
of selling, why not give
Everywhere. "Free" Cataglog
duplex apartment. Call 753tunities. 489-2827 or 435Extremely attractive
$900. Phone 354-6217.
us a call? You'll
8067 after 5 pm.
4555.
Strout Realty
.3 bedroom brick home
receive friendly,
Mini
lennen Broker .
Tee
1968 VW wagon, good condit
37. livestock-Supplies
with fireplace in living
Chimneys, all fun triple wall
courteous service and
tion, $800. 489-2827 or 4351912 Cloithertht Rd
753-0186
Warehouse
room,
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
formal
dining
Twelve year old Palomino
professional advice.
Metre. It
4555.
Anytime
$29.99, 8". $41.99. Walllin
room,
attached
gelding, very gentle, 15 hands,
Storage Space
We have clients
Hardware, Paris.
50.
Used Trucks
garage.
Home
is
Saturday
Call
753-2923
$600.
waiting to purchase all
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
For Rent
situated on lovely treeonly.
1974 Cheynne Super Chevrolet
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
types of real estate, so
office looking for a fully furshaded lot plus extra
truck with tool box. 753-3040
depth, $26.99. Wallin Hard753-4758
nished A-frame on water front
let us match a buyer to
38. Pets-Supplies
lot with garden spot,
ware, Paris.
or 753-2562.
her
lot...Now
we've
found
Phone
your
property.
AKC German Shepherd pupfruit
trees,
and
mature
house, but we can't find her.
Kopperud Realty, 753For sale: Approximately 7,000 Two car shop for rent, $175 per pies, registered American
1973 Chevrolet pickup, good
shade
trees. Fenced
Panicky Patsy. if you see this
1222 anytime. We
gallons number 2 diesel oil. month, electric and water fur- Eskimo puppies Also guard
and clean condition. Call 753backyard and outside
ad, call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Call 653-4348 between 8 am nished. One mile from city dogs. 502-554-2153.
1537 or 436-2573.
make buying and sellstorage building. All
Realtors at 753-1492.
and 3 pm.
ing real estate easy for
limits. Call 753-0709.
Dodge van, customized,
1977
this for an attractive
AKC St. Bernard puppies. $15
au!
For sale: One man post auger, 32. Apts. For Rent
CB, stereo, cruise, factory air
females, $100 males. 856price - Mid $40's.
Montgomery Ward brand. 8"
Excellent condition. $3000 or
3744.
Phone Kopperud RealCannibal Casserole! Price
auger. Excellent condition. Call Efficiency apartment for girls.
best offer. 753-8227.
ty,
753-1222.
chewed
to
the
bone!
You'll
and
Advanced
dog
obeBasic
Partial utilties paid. No pets.
753-3245.
Ford truck, style siding,
1977
know
it's
a
good
buy
when
you
All
breeds
and
dience
classes.
Phone 753-9741.
Membership to Oaks Country
3-speed, excellent condiion,
SUMMER TIME
ages. Professional instructor. see this convenient 3 bedroom
For
rent:
Four
room
apartment
$2995. Call 753-4921.
Club. Call 753-3076.
brick home. Priced at $33,000
SPECIAL
near downtown. Utilities fur- 436-2858.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
Extremely attractive
1979 Ford F-150, club cab.
Order your custom cut firewood nished. Call 753-4645.
For sale: Registered male Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
3 bedroom, 2 bath
now for next winter. Call 436400 engine, automatic, air.
COUNTRY
Yorkshire Terrier, very small. for Glenda
One
bedroom
apartment,
home
with heat pump
AM-FM stereo, under warranty.
2758.
CHARM
Reasonable price. 527-1719.
reasonable price. 753-3949.
and all the extra nice
Extras. Call 345-2879.
Nice 3 bedroom frame home
Real peace and quiet
5'x12' display table with
Wanted: Female German on
features of a truly
large
lot, good
in this 2 bedroom brick
1973 International travel all.
drawers. Walnut colored finish. Two bedroom, furnished, 12 Shepherd to be bred to male
quality home. Located
home on lovely tree
model 1010. Automatic, 8
$100. K-Mart, 753-6095, ask miles from MSU on Kentucky Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or neighborhood, near shopping,
on the Coldwater500 North 6th Street. $25,900.
Lake. Call Mike O'Brien, 436- 474-2346.
shaded lot. Approxcylinder, air-conditioned, radio,
for Mr. Neubauer.
House well cared for and ready
Backusburg Road,
2879.
imately 7 acres inheater, power, clean, anxious
26. TV-Radio
for immediate occupancy. Call
40. Produce
between Murray and
cluding several farm
to sell. $795. Call 753-8050 or
Yamaha 90 watt component
Mayfield. Priced in
buildings and 2 stock
after 5 pm. 753-6500.
For sale: Sweet corn, 121 Spann Realty Associates, 753FOR RENT
system, complete, $1000. Call
the $40's. Visit KopSouth. Phone 753-5249 to 7724.
barns.
Acreage
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
Nice
furnished
apart(901)642-4416.
perud Realty, 711
place orders.
suitable for horses or
$1800 Call 753-5889.
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
small
house
$18,500
for
Main.
cattle. All this at a
27. Mobile Home Sales
41. Public Sale
college girls. Summer
near KY Lake. Lots of
51. Campers
reasonable price
For sale. 12x70 custom-built
and fall semester, with
Big yard sale, 103 South 9th,
hwy frontage on 94E.
44. Lots For Sale
18 Ft. Coachman travel trailer.
$55,000. Phone 753Townhouse. Excellent condi- swimming
Friday, July 18th, 8-7, Saturacre lot. Call today
pool
1222. Kopperud RealSix lots for sale in Sherwood Sleeps 6 plus. stove with oven
tion, central air and heat, new
day, 8-5. Women and little boys
for more information.
privilege. Call 753and vent hood, toilet and
ty, for all your real
Forrest. 753-3076.
carpet, awning, underpinning,
clothes, toys, dishes, lots of
183 acres on TN 119
shower, gas or electric
estate needs.
furnished living room and kit- 5865 days or 753-5108
Sale
Homes
For
46.
other
things.
past New Concord. Has
after 6 p.m. and on
refrigerator, gas furnance, gas
chen, dishwasher, washer and
WALK TO
a lot of blacktop fronBy owner 3 bedroom brick, water heater, plenty of closet
Having a yard sale?,
dryer, located in Coach Estates. Sunday.
UNIVERSITY
tage, wooded, can be
energy saving wood stove, 522 and pantry space, outside sun
Then pickup your free
Call 753-8273 after 4.30
From this pretty three
divided info 5 acre traccanopy. 753-8124.
South 6th. Call 753-8262.
yard sale signs from
bedroom
home
on
a
ts. Only 4 miles from
/
2 foot
By Owner. Large 3 bedroom, 2 Man-O-War camper, 81
the Gallery of Homes
wooded
lot.
WoodburnWE CONTROL
lake. Priced
at
bath, brick home located on model std. year 1915. sleeps
office on Highway 641
ing
stove
fireplace
in
$55,000.
TERMITES
/
2 miles east of 4. completely modern, used
two acre lot, 41
N. in The VilL,ge Shopthe living room plus
thwley 011erd MI 1041
Beth 111.44..zer 731 Sell
Murray on- State Route 280. one season Can be seen at
Also household, lawn Indoors and outdoors and
ping Center just
built-in
bookshelves.
Moo WIttatmon /13 We
This home has central heat and 2205 Coldwater Road. Phone
across from the
Formal dining room
te,Shttemaher duttleemer
Trees
air, large family room with 753-0040 Price $1500.
TTI 9121
Boston Tea Party.
with built-in china
fireplace, living room, large kit- 52. Boats and Motors
FOR DEPENDABLE
atr
cabinet. All this and
JOHN
chen dining room combination
CALLOWAY
Professional Pest ControlrAURRAY
listed in the $30's.
with built in stove, dishwasher, 14' Aluma craft fishing boat
Phone Kopperud RealCOUNTY REALTY
and disposal, utility room and with 18 hp Evinrude. Includes
ty, 753-1222 for full
15021753-8146
2 car garage, interior decorated fishing decks. astroturf carpet.
104W. 12th St.
time real estate serby Edwards with plush carpet new trolling motor, new depth
Murray, Kv. 12071
vice.
throughtout Community water finder, good trailer. $1000 Call
• ••
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home but never think
•
Mid $50's owner must sell due 753-3270 after 5
about termites they cause the most damage next to fire. Have
753-7411
to illness. For more information Commercial fishing rig. 14'
your home treated nowt 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest ConSHOP
BARBER
HORNBUCKLE
AROUND T HL CL DCK
trol, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience.
call 759-1388.
towline boat, 20 horse
200 1111.1lopt Street
Home owned and operated
Johnson, stick steering, depth
Four party yard sale, Saturday,
bedroom
house
in
Deluxe
4
Wed.
All
Day
Closed
HOURS:
NEW OfFICE
finder, tilt trailer. See at WatMonday and Tuesday, 8-5,
Canterbury.
Many
extras.
Must
td
5:00
7:30
Saturday
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Green Acres trailer number 20,
see to appreciate Call 753- son's Fish Market, 216 South
Price of
12th St.
one mile on North 16th.
3903
PRICE SHAVE 75'
NAIRN!51.25
Something for everyone. Baby
For
sale Two sailboats One 12
Three bedroom brick, 2 baths,
furniture and clothes; good furlarge den, one acre wooded lot. ft Catamaran. Aquacat and
niture; household items; rugs,
paved road, 8 miles west of one 11 ft strofoam hull Call
and miscellaneous.
after 3 pm, 753-5994
Murray. Beautiful! 489-2771
Five party garage sale, 8 AM,
1918 17 It
Two bedrooms, on 3 lots, near For sale
Saturday, 1603 Catalina Drive.
Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
Blood River. Call 436-5529
motor, trolling motor, trailer
Garage sale, Friday and Satur47. Motorcycles
Designed and Custom made right here in
and dual depth finder 753day, 205 N 10th Street. Patio
1918 Yamaha XS-400 Ex- 9240
furniture
Murray. If you don't know your marble. . .
cellent condition $850 753- 16' Regatta boat 115 hp
Know your manufacturer.
Yard sale Today and Sunday
8056
Evinrude motor. Moody trailer,
Albums, books, stereo, tools,
1949 Yamaha 750 Special Ex- $1550 153-1960;after 6 pm
odds and ends 1400 Poplar
cellent condition Best offer Ski boat, $1299 14' V-hull
"Quality That Will Please.
43. Real Estate
753-3830
with 50 hp Johnson, trailer included Excellent condition.
Auto. Serices
Pardons IL Thomas'
Chrome brush gaurd for 1978 759-1252.
Insurance
Bronco dr Ford pickup truck 53. Services Offered
Lights mounted. Call 759- Air-conditioning and refrigeraReal Estate
4663
Southside (OLIO Square
lion, service work on all
Enemy, Kinthicky
Four Rocket racing wheels, W/- brands Used air-conditioners
753 5719
612 So. 9th
753-4451
LR 78 tires. mounted Fits G M and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Rollins, 753-0762
cars 753-7541.
16. libme Furnishings
Water heaters, round, electric,
glass lined. 5 year guarantee
17 gallon, $84 99, 30 gallon.
$94 99, 40 gallon, $104.99. 50
gallon, $120.99, table top
models, 30 gallon, $14099, 40
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon,
$111 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Washerless faucets for lavatory,
$13.99, for kitchen sink,
$16.99, for bathtub, $19.99;
with shower, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
19. Farm Equipment
Buildings!! All steel clear-span
buildings. Our lowest price in
over two years. Examples!!
30'x48'x12' for $3,892.00 •
40)(72'x14' for $5,972.00 •
48'x72'x14' for $6,804.00 •
60'x125.x16' for $15,857.00.
Call collect today for price
guarantees. 1-614-294-2675 til
8 pm.
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53. Services Offered
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
after 5 pm
A complete service, washers
dryers, air-conditioners, and
refrigerators Call 759-1322
Prompt service
All work guaranteed Airconditioning, appliance repair,
plumbing Experienced Call
753-8950
Concrete and block
work. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
Barnett, 753-5476.

Bill's Janitorial Service. Custom
CARPET CLEANING
Also
houses, offices, commercial
businesses. Call 753-9736.
Clint and Dave's Odd lobs - Will
do odd jobs, including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry. titonstruction, and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.
Complete water well service,
service and repair all makes.
Campbell Well Drilling, (901)
352-3671 collect.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning.- Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
7535827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-5476.
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
gravel, lime, one ton and up.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears, 753-2310 tot tree
estimate for your needs.
For hire: Backhoe with
operator, $25 per hour. Call
/53-7670.
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate.
K
Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-1203.

-t-R

Ask Twila about her
special hand oils and
tinting at:

CARTER STUDIO
300 Main
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ROOFING •

All types, Free
Estimates. Call 7594517 or 759-1859
nights. All work guaranteed.
Need work on your trees??Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 7538536.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential. Farm
buildings, etc. 20 years experience. Free estimates. 7591987.
Painting and remodeling; tree
trimming and topping; odd
jobs. Call 753-9736
Quality patio and deck furniture - Chaise, chairs, tables.
planter stands. Experienced,
references. 753-7477
Will do plumbing, airconditioning, painting, carpentry, concrete, and roofing. 7532211 or 753-9600.
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers 4Iers, Chainsaws
Fast Service • Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
753-41164.

Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-1026.
We will pour concrete. Quality
work. Experienced. Call 7531308 or 759-1270.
We do all kinds of upholstery
and we have a wide selection
of fabrics to choose from. Call
Wayside Upholstery.. Euel and
Marie Krmbro, owners and
operators 753-5361 or 7536488.
56. Free Column
Free kittens. Gray and white
male black and white female.
Calico. 8 weeks old. 753-3994
Free to good home. 2 year old
male Golden Retriever. Call
436-5411

1

House - 2' 2 acres - 2 bedrooms
Pottertown Road $22,000.

Call 753-1893

smrni

10
ces.
are,

753-8298

53. SifiliCeS Offered
Atchisons Painting Service interior and exterior paperhanging Also general house repair
Free estimates. References furnished. All work guaranteed
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
roofs sealed, and underpinnin
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
Patio awnings and carports,
single or double lack Glover
753-1873 after 6 pm
MITCHELL BLACIITOPPRIG
driveways and small jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 753-1537

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control, Inc.

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend
specials. It's the
total that counts,
and the total will
be less at Big
John's, because
Big John has the
lowest shelf
prices everyday.

MARBLE

Thornton Tile
And Marble

48.

9•
ELECTRIC

MOTORS
We Carry From
H.P. To 71/2 H.P.
(In Stock) t

N*ri

Wholesale
Electric
Supply Co.
206E Moles

7334194
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Col. Sanders To Return Home
Monday; In Very Good Spirits

Pritchard Named Head
Of Tax Appeals Board
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Friday named Frankfort attorney Edward F. Prichard as
chairman of the Kentucky
Board of Tax Appeals.
Brown also named Garland
Howard, an Owensboro
businessman and laywer, and
Carroll Ladt, of Paducah to
the board.
Prichard, an advisor to
several past governors and a
current member of the board,
replaces former state Sen.
William Gentry of Bardstown

INSURANCE
VALUE.
RIDE WITH US.

Ride with a Federal Kemper agent: We can scout out the best
pnatection/price comhination to fit your needs.
Let us quote your next
auto, home or other
oolicy. Then compare.

FEDERAL
KEMPER
Bob
Nanney INSURANCE
COMPANY
Ins.
Agency
107 N. 4th remPere nwPaRaron
753-4937

as chairman.
Howard, who previously
served on the board under
former Gov. Wendell Ford,
will replace Eddie Ballard of
Madisonville effective July 27
Ladt, vice president of Process Equipment Builders,
Inc., is also on the Kentucky
Development Finance
Authority and previously served on the state Economic
Development Commission. He
replaces Gentry on the board.
The appointments are subject to approval by the 1982
General Asembly.

Funerals
Mary Ann Thornton
Dies Friday At
Nursing Home
Miss Mary Ann Thornton,
49, died at 3:35 p.m. Friday at
the Westview Nursing Home
where she had resided for the
past five years.
Survivors are one sister,
Martha Thornton Raymond,
Westview Nursing Home; and
three brothers, the Rev. Joe
Pat Thornton, Murray,
Laymon Thornton, Murray,
and James E. Thornton,
Jonesville, La.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m.
Saturday at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Miss
Thornton's brothers, James
E. and Joe Pat,conducting the
services. Burial will be in
Murray Memorial Garden.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 10 a.m.
Saturday until the funeral
hour.

,

NEW MEXICO I RIP — Boy Scouts (from left) Tony Bloom, Larry Robinson and David
Robinson left July 17 for Philmont, N.M., to participate in a variety of activities and hike
53 miles during their two-week excursion. The 215 square mile area in the Rocky
Mountains is owned and operated by the Boy Scouts of America. Also attending from
Murray are Jeff Carruthers and Brent Clark.

Bergland's Help Sought
WASHINGTON (API —Sen.
Wendell Ford has asked
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland for some help in
solving the problems Kentucky's tobacco growers are
having with blue mold, his office said Friday.
In a letter to Bergland on
Thursday, Ford said the
state's tobacco producers lost
between $50 million and $60
million to the disease last
year.
"This year, blue mold has
been discovered in at least six
counties to date," said Ford,
1)-Ky. "Some relief may be
possible for Kentucky if the
hot, dry weather continues.
However, a brief spell of rainy
weather will induce rapid
spread of the blue mold and

GRE
RATE
All DaY
Saturday!
Saturday's a day
for good times. And great savings,
when you share the fun by long distance.
Get a 60% discount off the regular weekday
rate when you dial the 1 + way.* You can get $5
worth of calling for $2 any time Saturday.
Check the front pages of your phone book for
more great rates.
And reach out Saturday, any time. Because
its the cheapest time

Reach out with long distance. And save
when rates are great.

another year of damages in
the millions."
Ford said that while tobacco
producers have taken some
preventative steps, the
necessary chemicals are expensive and in short supply.
"Given the potential for
another outbreak of blue mold
this year...I am distressed to
learn that the Department of
Agriculture is doing very little
research and experimentation
on blue mold and related
fungus problems," Ford said.
He encouraged Bergland to
fill personnel vacancies in the
Science and Education Administration plant disease
research program as soon as
possible.
Ford also advocated additional funding for plant
research and the development
of diseaseresistant tobacco

varieties and asked that the
SEA work with the Environmental Protection Agency to screen potential new
fungicides and other chemical
treatments.

First Baptist Church
To Have Services
On Sunday

By THOMAS S. WATSON
performed by doctors to widen chicken recipe at his small
Associated Press Writer
Sanders' esophagus was restaurant in Corbin, Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — "quite successful."
when he was66.
Col. Harland Sanders, admitSanders sold the enterprise
Doctors said the esophagus
ted to a Louisville hospital problem had nothing to do to Jack Massey and present
Tuesday for treatment of a with Sanders' other ailments.
Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown
stricture of the esophagus,
Sanders, 89, continues to Jr. for $2 million in 1964. In
will be allowed to return home undergo chemotherapy
for 1971, KFC was sold to its preMonday, according to a leukemia that was
diagnosed sent owner, Heublein Inc., for
spokesman for Kentucky when he was admitted to the $250 million.
Fried Chicken Inc.
Sanders, a native of
hospital in June for treatment
John Cox said Sanders was for pneumonia. Doctors
say Henryville, Ind., now makes
"sitting up in bed reading they have been
encouraged by his home near Shelbyville, Ky.
getwell cards" Friday and Sanders' ability to
tolerate the
was in "very good spirits."
drugs necessary to treat the
"The esophagus thing, while leukemia.
very uncomfortable, wasn't
After recovering from
considered very serious," Cox pneumonia
sufficiently,
said, adding that a procedure Sanders was released
from
the hospital, but was readmitFRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
ted June 30 for 13 days of treatThe Kentucky Commission on
ment for pneumonia df the left
Women has been awarded a
lung.
$50,000 grant to conduct a
The founder of Kentucky statewide
study focusing on
Fried Chicken continues to the
status of Kentucky's
earn
$250,000
annually
for
his
Bruce Logue will speak on
women in prisons.
"Teach Your Children" with endorsements of the product
The grant is funded by the
and
the
ule
of
his
name
and
scripture from Deuteronomy
Kentucky Crime Commission
face
for
its
promotion.
6:4-9 at the 10:30 a.m. worship
with a Law Enforcement
An international symbol for Assistant
services on Sunday, July 20, at
Agency federal
KFC
with
his
goatee, white grant that will be matched by
the University Church of
suit
and
black string tie, the state Department of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will Sanders invented the secret Justice.
be Ernie Bailey, Sherrill
Gargus,Greg Delancey, Danny Nix, Barry Grogan, Gary
Taylor, Kyle Wall, Darrell
Dycus, Jimmy West, Todd
A Legal Notice for A Public Hearing had an inLawson, Roger Dunn, Tim
correct time published. The notice should
Feltner, Harold Grogan, and
have read as follows...
Keith Hays.
Nursery supervisors will be
Shirley Dunn, Deanie
Chrisman, Jean Blankenship,
Delores Gantt, • Verona
Grogan,and Millie Curd.
Bible study will be held at
Notice of Public Hearing to be held at 8:00
9:30 a.m.Sunday.
a.m. on the 28th day of July 1980 in the
The Family Bible School
will begin Sunday at 6 p.m.
Calloway County Courthouse. The purpose of
this hearing will be to discuss the feasability
Sessions will be held Monday
through Thursday at 7 p.m.
of establishing an eight (8) county community
action agency.

Commission
Awarded Grant
For Prsion Study

Bruce Logue To
Speak At
University Church

CORRECTION

The First Baptist Church
will have services at 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday, July 20, with the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker as the
speaker.
Assisting in the services will
be M. C. Garrott, deacon of the
week.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight asVanist.
Special music will be by the
Church Choir at,the morning
hour and by the Ladies Choir
and Ladies Trio at the evening
•••11
hour.
OOO oes14, seise
• •
The flowers for the sancThe ordinances of baptism
•
Charles M. Broach, Route 1, tuary for Sunday will be in and The Lord's Supper will be •
Puryear, Tenn., was listed in memory of Bernard Riggins observed at the 7 p.m. service:
satisfactory condition Friday by Mrs. Virginia Riggins and of the Memorial Baptist
at Lourdes Hospital,Paducah, Mr.and Mrs. Fred Carswell.
Church on Sunday, July 20.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
following a two-vehicle colliThe Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
sion Thursday on U.S. 641 a.m., Church training at 6 pastor, will be the speaker and
p.m., and Watermelon Cutting special music will be by
South in Murray.
According to Murray Police in church parking lot after Teresa Tarham.
Department reports, Broach Sunday night services.
At the 10:50 a.m. service on
was southbound on a motorcySunday the Rev. Dr. White
1974 Malibu
cle on 641 when he attempted
will be the speaker. Milton
Station Wagon
to pass a vehicle driven by
Gresham, minister of music,
•
▪ Beige, power steering, power brakes and air.
Ruby Ward, Route 1, Sedalia.
will direct the choir in special •
approx. 56,358 miles.
The reports said Ward was
music with Margaret Wilkins • •
turning left into Dwain Taylor
as organist and Michael
Chevrolet when the motorcyA meeting of the Calloway Wilkins as pianist.
• •
Keep That Great GM Feeliiip With Genuine GM Ports
cle and car collided.
County Future Farmers of
Lester Garland will serve as
Broach's motorcycle went America has been set for 7:30 deacon of the week. Volunteer .
er
on to hit two cars in the lot, the p.m. Tuesday, July 22 at nursery workers will be Wanreports said.
Calloway County High School, da Nolin, Jerry McClain, and
Broach was taken to the according to Danny Lamb, Sherry McClain.
•
Murray-Calloway County president...,
Church Teaching will be at
641 South
753-2617
Hospital for multiple injuries
All members are urged to 9:40 a.m. and Church Training
before being transferred to the attend the meeting, Lamb will be at 6 p.m., both on Sun`4111,
Paducah facility.
said.
day.

LEGAL
NOTICE

Baptism, Lord's
Supper To Be
Observed At Church :

Puryear Man
Satisfactory
After Accident

County FFA To
MeetTuesday
At High School

y

.ortizr-

-•: •

$1400.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
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THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN
TWO POINTS

South Central Bell
If you're in business, the newspaper
is the medium for your message.
It's the shortest distance between
two points.., you and the customer.
As a business person you can
appreciate the direct line of
communication you have to the consumer
with newspaper advertising. It's the
foremost local publicity force in Kentucky.
That's the collective opinion of adult Kentuckians.
The customers say the newspaper is the
most believable and influential source
of advertising when compared to radio
and television.*
It is also the single most preferred source
of advertising aa.revealed by Kentuckians.*
Newspaper advertising... it's the shortest
distance between two points...
you and the customers.

the

Murray Ledger & Times
*Low 1 + rates do not apply to p-irson-to-person. coin, hotel guest. credit card
or collect calls, calls charged to another number or calls to Alaska Of Hawaii
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